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ABSTRACT 
 Background: Researchers have revealed that among the reasons provided as barriers 
to the adoption of technology are: lack of technology resources, time, professional 
development and support (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 
1997; Parker, 1996; Sheldon & Jones, 1996; Sheldon & Jones, 1996; NCATE, 1997; 
Shelly, Gunter & Gunter, 2010, U.S. Congress, 1995). Several models used to explain the 
usage of technology within education such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
have been somewhat ineffective in explaining or providing a holistic view of the factors 
that come into play when examining technology infusion and diffusion as they account 
for a limited percentage of variance (Legris, Ingham & Collerete, 2003; Pan, Gunter, 
Sivo & Cornell, 2005). 
 Purpose: To better understand the choices that faculty members make in their use 
of educational technologies and media and to determine why some technologies such as 
blackboard have been widely adopted, but others have not. The following research 
question was formulated to guide the study: "Why do faculty members in higher 
education make the instructional choices they do with respect to educational technologies 
and media? Also, how can the use of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), as a 
more robust framework, offer an increase in explanatory power to better enable the 
understanding of a multitude of factors that impact the adoption and use of certain media 
technologies? 
 Setting: A technology rich department at a college of a large urban university in the 
Southeastern United States. 
iv 
 Participants: Three faculty members who taught in the department.  
 Research Design: Qualitative multi-site case study informed by Engeström‟s 
Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) (Engeström, 1987). 
 Data Collection and Analysis: Document analysis, individual interviews, and 
laboratory and classroom observations provided data. Qualitative data analysis that 
employed qualitative inquiry research was informed by Creswell‟s “data analysis spiral” 
and Engeström‟s CHAT. 
Findings: Visits at the institution presented several of the key ideas in the CHAT 
framework including contradictions within the media selection activity and tensions at 
the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary levels. Additional themes included group 
work, autonomy, media as a tool to achieve learning goals, caring for students, early 
adopters, and relevance with current trends. 
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CHAPTER 1  
THE PROBLEM AND ITS CLARIFYING COMPONENTS 
Introduction 
 The value placed on technology by society has grown almost 
immeasurably due to the beneficial impact on almost every aspect of the daily life of the 
world‟s citizens and their interaction with their surroundings. Cars, microwave ovens, 
smart phones, smart boards, and laptops are all examples of technology that mankind has 
come to depend on to achieve specific goals. 
An example of this dependence on technology has been the advent of distance 
education and its impact worldwide. At the Indira Ghandi National Open University, the 
number of students enrolled in distance education courses exceeded two million, making 
it one of the larger universities in the world with over 2,000 centers throughout the 
country and enrolling 24% of the 10 million Indians engaged in higher education 
(Rajasingham, 2009). Though the need to serve students regardless of geographical 
location has been evident, the debate on the use and adoption of technology in the field of 
education has been ongoing. Supporters of technology integration in education have 
encouraged the infusion of technology into the curriculum to meet the needs of 21st 
century students (Levin & Wadmany, 2008; McCune & Entwistle, 2010). Opponents, 
however, have argued that the current level of integration in education leaves much to be 
desired. They have questioned the usefulness of technology in educational settings 
(Bambara, Harbour, Davies & Athey, 2009). The adoption and usage of technology 
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within the field of education has continued to be a widely debated and controversial 
subject.  
As early as the 1960s, Finn (1964) posited that technology-based learning had no 
inherent advantage or disadvantage over other methods of learning. He proposed that 
technologies provide ways of accomplishing tasks that are not new and readily obvious. 
Some 20 years later, Clark (1983) expressed similar opinions in regard to educational 
instructional media, which resulted in heated debates among educators. Clark (1983) has 
since changed some of his arguments. Both Finn (1964) and Clark (1983) resonated in 
their respective times that technology was not what causes change, but that change occurs 
because of new ways of doing things that are enabled by technology. This difference of 
opinion on the place of technology in education has continued to promote a great divide 
between educators (Bates, 2005).  
Much of the research (Drost & Abbott, 2000; Olive, 1994; Russell, Bebell, 
O‟Dwyer, & O‟Connor, 2003) conducted in the area of technology diffusion in teacher 
education has been centered on course design, professional development, and faculty 
training (Wang & Patterson, 2006). Unfortunately, organizational change often has not 
been taken into account as an essential component of technology diffusion. Despite the 
push for technology integration over the past few decades, the results have been less than 
promising (Sivin-Kachala & Bialo, 2000). In fact, Cryan and Teclehaimanot (2003) 
reported “the absence of technology-rich teaching strategies is disturbing considering the 
amount of money and resources devoted to technology enhancement in our educational 
system” (p. 3882). This has also been validated in a study conducted by Lei (2010). 
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Technology in one form or another has long been present in the education arena 
(Saettler, 1967). For the purposes of the present research, however, it was important to 
understand the development of educational technologies and media in the field of 
education and their influence on teaching. Thus, this chapter has been organized to 
provide a brief history of educational technologies and media in education. This historical 
overview was limited to the time period of initial use of audio and video technologies in 
education up to the time of the present study. This limitation was intentional so that the 
use of audio and video technologies in higher education in the United States, particularly 
in meeting the needs of niche audiences, could be highlighted (Bianchi, 2008; Lazzari, 
2009). This historical review was essential to understanding the role that educational 
technologies and media have played and continue to play in education as well as to 
establish a context for the research that was conducted for the present study. 
Research Problem 
The purpose of this qualitative inquiry was to better understand the choices that 
faculty members make in their use of educational technologies and media and to 
determine why some technologies such as blackboard have been widely adopted, but 
others have not. Traditional technology models have been somewhat ineffective in 
explaining the choices of educational media that faculty members make in higher 
education because they cannot account for all the external factors present within an 
environment (Hess, Joshi & McNab, 2010).  
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History of Audio and Video in Education 
According to the archives for the Association of Educational Communications 
and Technology (n.d.), examples of the use of educational media were first observed 
during the early 20th century. Examples of audio and video tools in education have 
ranged from audiotapes, slide projectors, overhead projectors, and computers to the more 
traditional chalkboard, pencil and paper, all of which are used to connect the teacher and 
learner in conveying the content of courses (Keegan, 1988).  
The lengthy history of audio and video in the field of education provides a prime 
example of a technology that has changed education. With close ties to distance 
education because of its importance in aiding the learning process, educational media 
(audio or video) has played a crucial role in education (Baggaley, 2008; Wartella et al., 
2010).  
Usage of audio in education, in particular radio, has been traced to 1921 when the 
first educational radio licenses were granted to the Universities in Salt Lake City, 
Wisconsin, and Minnesota (Casey, 2008). Live educational radio shows reduced the 
instructional delivery time in contrast with its predecessor, the postal service). According 
to the Public Broadcasting Service (2003), by 1923, over one-tenth of all broadcast radio 
stations were owned by educational institutions and were delivering educational 
programming. Despite the popularity of instructional radio, only one college level course 
was offered by radio in 1940 (Public Broadcasting Service, 2003). Correspondence 
courses and instructional radio set the scene for the opportunities that would arise as a 
result of television technology. 
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The use of video, specifically television, as an instructional medium began as 
early as 1934 when the University of Iowa broadcast courses via television. According to 
the Public Broadcasting Service (2003), the Federal Communications Commission 
created the Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) as a band of 20 television 
channels available to educational institutions to distribute broadcast courses. In 1963, the 
California State University system was the first to apply for ITFS licensing (Public 
Broadcasting Service, 2003). 
The proliferation of distance education began garnering worldwide acceptance, 
spanning initiatives such as the British Open University in 1969 and the German 
FernUniversität in 1974. Meanwhile, the establishment of the Public Broadcasting Act in 
1967 gave birth to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) to promote the non-
commercial use of television and radio. As a result of the linking of 140 stations by the 
CPB and American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T), the formation of the Public 
Broadcasting Service (Public Broadcasting Service, 2003) came to fruition in 1969. 
According to McLuhan (1964), the virtue of video as embodied through 
television, was (and has continued to be) its ability to carry audio, video, and textual 
information of all other media. By 1970, Coastline Community College created and 
implemented the first televised licensed college course broadcasted by KOCE-TV to 
other educational institutions in Orange County, California (Casey 2008). According to 
Kersey (n. d.) two years later, colleges in Miami-Dade, FL, Coasta Mesa, California, and 
Dallas, Texas were pioneers in telecourse offerings. Although technology choices were 
numerous at the time, the nature of teacher-student interactions remained cumbersome.  
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The use of satellite television by corporations in the 1980‟s to conduct training 
served as a catalyst for its use into education. Satellite systems brought education to some 
of the most distant locations in the United States. According to Schlosser & Anderson 
(1994), Learn/Alaska was created in 1984 and offered six hours of instructional television 
daily to one hundred villages, some of them only accessible by air. 
The creation of the microprocessor by IBM fueled a revolution in the way we 
communicate with others on a daily basis (Casey, 2008). The usage of computers and 
particularly the World Wide Web have allowed users to link to some of the most remotes 
confines of the Earth. Through the use of multimedia, children in Brooklyn, New York 
can experience the sounds and sights of the animals in the vicinity of Mount Kilimanjaro, 
something they would not likely be able to see in their lifetimes. With the addition of 
high-speed broadband, learning over the Internet has become the next frontier, allowing 
institutions to better meet the needs of their students.  
The relationship between educational technologies and education provide no 
guarantee that a particular technology will be adopted and become mainstream in the 
educational arena. As an example, researchers (Campbell, 2005; Eash, 2006; Lawlor & 
Donnelly, 2010; Liu et al., 2009; Selwyn, 2010) have recently focused on the application 
and use of audio and video (i.e. podcasting, videocasts) in teaching and learning in higher 
education. Research and published work have expanded to cover podcasting applications 
for the K-12 market, particularly as teaching and learning tools, which have provided 
enhanced learning experiences and remedial support in academic subjects and language 
acquisition (Ching, 2009; Goode, 2010; Richardson, 2009). This has been one of the 
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latest iterations among many technology trends taking place in the educational arena, e.g., 
Web 2.0, wikis, blogs, and screencasts. Some clear advantages have been displayed in the 
new applications. At the time of the present study, however, despite Apple purposing 
podcasting to academia with the introduction of iTunes University and partnerships with 
Stanford and Duke University to bring in digital format for students to use and learn 
anytime, anywhere, the new applications have not achieved mainstream status. This is 
one example where a technology has been slow to be adopted despite the potential 
benefits that it offers.  
Numerous researchers have attempted to cite the barriers to technology adoption 
in higher education. Among the barriers named were (a) the lack of technology resources, 
(b) time, (c) professional development, and (d) support (Gunter, 2007; National Council, 
1997; Gunter & Gunter, 2010; Parker, 1996; Sheldon & Jones, 1996; U.S. Congress, 
1995).  
Conceptual Framework 
Several models, e.g., the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the Theory of 
Reasoned Action among others, have been used to explain the usage of technology within 
education. The TAM attempted to explain how users accept and adopt a technology. This 
model was used to explain how perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use 
influenced a user‟s decision on how and when to use that particular technology (Davis, 
1989). This was also validated on a study conducted by Pan, Gunter, Sivo, & Cornell, 
2005).  
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The current inquiry used Engeström‟s (1987) Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT). This framework takes a broader view of the contextual factors surrounding 
human activity such as instruction. The researcher anticipated that the broader 
perspective afforded by CHAT would provide additional insight beyond that of more 
narrowly focused traditional models.  
Research Question 
The following research questions were formulated to guide the study: 
 
1. Why do faculty members in higher education make the instructional choices 
they do with respect to educational technologies and media?  
2. How can the use of CHAT, as a more robust framework, offer an increase in 
explanatory power to better enable the understanding of a multitude of factors 
that impact the adoption and use of certain media technologies? 
Implicit in these questions was the extent to which contextual factors such as 
community, work environment, availability of resources, policies and procedures, and 
professional development played a role in related decisions.  
Design of the Study 
This qualitative research design, which employed qualitative inquiry research, 
was designed around the researcher‟s role as an observer. The use of interviews and 
document analysis as the educational media selection choices in a department of a college 
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at the University of Central Florida were explored. The population was the faculty of the 
department. Detailed descriptions of the research methods are contained in Chapter 4. 
Significance of the Study 
This study was initiated to increase insight into the use of Engeström‟s (1987) 
Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) as a more robust framework than alternative 
models for explaining the multitude of factors that impact the adoption and use of certain 
media technologies.  
This study raises awareness of the factors that surround media selection activity 
systems such as teacher satisfaction, suitability of tools for teaching and learning 
outcomes, time demands, and departmental and institutional expectations for growth. 
Also, understanding the impact of these forces allows for improvement in teaching, 
program and course implementation, tool design, and general policy.  
Technology adoption is more than a choice of tools. It involves the parameters in 
which individuals work with these tools and how faculty members use them to increase 
and aid in the teaching of the course content. It is a very dynamic and complex process 
with many variables that are in constant interaction. All stakeholders need to be aware of 
these interactions as they plan the choice, design, and implementation of technology at a 
classroom, departmental, or institutional level. Often, decisions about the tools are made 
at the administrative level with no input or feedback from the faculty who will be 
implementing them. These choices may not be the best ones for teaching, learning, and 
motivating students to learn.  
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This study revealed the tensions present in the activity system for a group of early 
adopter faculty members. It can be argued that these tensions would be significantly 
magnified for other adopter groups such as late majority or laggards. As such, there is the 
need to create awareness so that policy and tools can be modified to ease the process of 
technology adoption into higher education taking all of these factors into account.  
The need for change is imperative because of the huge monetary investment in 
technology that has been put in place (PT3 Grant Objectives, 2000). Zisow (2000) stated 
that “technology is merely a tool” (p. 36) and stressed the importance of assessment and 
teaching in his statement that the aim of a quality education should be to “match learning 
styles with teaching style” (p. 38). Ali & Elmahdi (2001) expressed their belief that “the 
integration of technology into education has become a necessity and not luxury, 
especially for faculty in higher education” (p. 72). Guhlin (2002) supported this concept 
and stated that empowering teachers with technology “can impact student achievement” 
(p. 40).  
Definitions 
Engeström‟s Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT): With origins in the 
Soviet psychology movement, the CHAT framework examines an activity system 
consisting of an actor, the object upon which an action is performed, the community 
within which the activity is embedded, and the way tools mediate the action (Engeström, 
1987). 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP): As it names implies, FTP is used to transfer files 
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between computers on a network. FTP can be used to exchange files between computer 
accounts, transfer files between an account and a desktop computer, or access online 
software archives (Indiana University, 2010). 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML): HTML is the language for describing the 
structure of Web pages. HTML gives authors the means to publish online documents with 
headings, text, tables, lists, and photos. It also allows the user to retrieve online 
information via hypertext links at the click of a button (W3C, 2010). 
In-service teachers: In-service teachers are those who have completed their 
training to become a teacher and are currently serving at a school. 
Portable Document Format (PDF): Portable Document Format is a file format 
created by Adobe Systems in 1993 for document exchange. PDF is used for representing 
two-dimensional documents in a manner independent of the application software, 
hardware, and operating system (Adobe Systems Incorporated, 2006). 
Pre-service teachers: Pre-service teachers are those who have declared an 
education major but have yet to complete their training to become a teacher. 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): TAM is a model that attempts to explain 
how users accept and adopt a technology. It suggests that perceived usefulness and 
perceived ease of use influence a user‟s decision on how and when to use that particular 
technology (Davis, 1989). 
Technology integration: Technology integration refers to combination of all 
technology parts, such as hardware and software, together with subject-related content 
enhance student learning and accomplish curriculum goals (Gunter & Baumbach, 2004). 
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Technology Learning Cycle (TLC): Although not a model per se, the Technology 
Learning Cycle is a framework conceptualized by Wedman and Diggs (n. d.) that 
provides users with a structure to keep informed about technology. It is based on learning 
phases that encourage decision making about learning and using new technology tools. 
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA): TRA is a theory developed from social 
psychology setting that suggests that voluntary behavior is predicted by individuals‟ 
attitudes toward that behavior and how those individuals think other people would view 
them if they performed the behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). 
Web 2.0: The term Web 2.0 is associated with web applications that facilitate 
participatory information sharing, interoperability, user-centered design, and 
collaboration on the World Wide Web (TechPluto, 2009). 
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD): ZPD is a concept developed by Vygotsky 
(1978) to describe the difference between what a learner can do with and without 
assistance. 
Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter 1 of the dissertation has presented the problem and its clarifying 
components. The conceptual framework, research question, definitions, and significance 
of the study were described. An overview of the research design was also presented. 
Previous literature relevant to the research is reviewed and critiqued in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 contains an expanded discussion of Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT) as a conceptual framework. A detailed description of the methods used in the 
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research, including data collection procedures and ethical considerations, is presented in 
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the results of the analysis of the data. Chapter 6 is devoted 
to a discussion of the research results, implications of the study, and recommendations 
for further study. 
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
 The adoption and usage of technology in an educational setting has been 
predominantly evaluated in conjunction with pre-service and in-service teachers (Ertmer 
& Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Louis & Grant, 2010; Teo & Noyes, 2010). This study was 
conducted to evaluate technology adoption in a more general manner within the 
framework of higher education and to understand the choices that higher education 
faculty members make in their use of educational technologies and media. Thus, the 
relevant literature on the adoption of educational technologies and media by higher 
education faculty was examined. The first section of the review addresses foundation 
concepts of technology adoption. The studies that have taken place examining this 
phenomenon are then explored. Finally, the literature related to the various mainstream 
models for investigating technology adoption, including assessments and outcomes, was 
examined.  
Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework supporting this study was based on theoretical and 
empirical research. It was illustrated by the researcher and is depicted in Figure 1. The 
theoretical research was based on Engeström‟s Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
(1987) which posited that “when individuals engage and interact with their environment, 
production of tools results. These tools are „exteriorized‟ forms of mental processes, and 
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as these mental processes are manifested in tools, they become more readily accessible 
and communicable to other people, thereafter becoming useful for social interaction” 
(Fjeld et al., 2002, p. 153). Engeström‟s CHAT attempts to provide a holistic model to 
examine a problem or situation by taking into account the numerous factors present in 
and taking part in that particular scenario and the effect of their interaction on the 
outcome of the scenario rather than examining the scenario in a vacuum.  
 
Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the connection between CHAT model and technology 
adoption factors. 
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A variety of studies embody the empirical foundations of this research. This 
section details the extant discussions of the various topics that converge on the currently 
proposed study. 
 The empirical foundations for this study were derived from three distinct 
areas of research: (a) educational change, (b) technology diffusion, and (c) educational/ 
instructional media. The adoption of technology in general is a construct that has been 
evaluated in both the corporate world and educational settings (Boothby, Dufour & Tang, 
2010; Kakabadse, 2010; Zivin & Neidell, 2010). Furthermore, the adoption of technology 
has been studied from the point of view of perceived usefulness and ease of use, as 
defined by the Technology Adoption Model and other proposed models. The final section 
describes the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and other commonly used models to 
explain technology adoption and usage. An explanation of Cultural Historical Activity 
Theory (CHAT) and the contributions it offers when compared to other models is 
contained in Chapter 3. 
Technology Adoption 
Traditionally, the adoption of a technology has been a public vow of confidence 
to fix a certain problem or make a task easier or more effective (Davis, 1989). There are 
two general ways in which technology adoption takes place: a top-down approach where 
administrators prescribe the technology based on their perceptions and decisions. The 
other model is a grass-roots approach where the use of technology comes from the users 
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of the technology to serve their own purposes, creating a body of users that exert pressure 
on management to adopt such technology (Carr, 1999). 
As a result of technological advances, several models have been presented to 
explain the adoption and usage of technology. 
Diffusion of Innovations 
The French sociologist , Tarde (1890) is believed to have been the first student of 
the concept of innovation; however, Tarde‟s theories became overshadowed by the 
insights of Durkeheim, a French positivist sociologist. Tarde‟s theories did not become 
famous until U.S. scholars adopted them and brought on a renaissance movement 
(Toews, 1999). Rogers (1986) was considered to be an “expert” of adoption/diffusion 
research since the publishing of Diffusion of Innovations (Carr; n.d.). Basing his work on 
the earlier research of Bryce (1943), Bryce and Gross (1950), and Gross (1942), Rogers 
(1986) tracked the patterns of hybrid seed corn by farmers and described how new ideas 
and technologies spread in different cultures. The technology adoption “lifecycle” 
describes the adoption or acceptance of a new innovation according to the demographic 
and psychological characteristics of defined adopter groups. The process of adoption over 
time has been typically illustrated as a classical normal distribution or "bell curve" as 
shown in Figure 2. Rogers‟ (1964) model indicated that there were five categories of 
adopters: “innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards” (p. 
150). The model also highlights the fact the first group of people to use a new product are 
the innovators, followed by early adopters, the early and late majority, and the laggards. 
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Figure 2. Rogers‟ Technology Adoption Life Cycle.  
Source: Crossing the Chasm by Geoffrey A. Moore. Copyright © 1991, 1999, 2002. by 
Harper Collins Publishers. Reproduced with permission of the publisher. All rights 
reserved. 
 
 
 
Bryce & Gross (1943) identified adoption as a process in their research. Rogers in 
his 1964 Diffusion of Innovations categorized the process of adoption as a five-step 
process consisting of awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. He later revised 
the terms, which at the time of the present study, consisted of knowledge, persuasion, 
decision, implementation, and confirmation. Rogers‟ five stages in the innovation process 
are displayed in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Steps in the decision innovation process.  
Source: Diffusions of Innovations, 4th Ed., Everett M. Rogers. Copyright © 1995 by 
Everett M. Rogers. Copyright © 1962, 1971, 1983 by the Free Press, a Division of Simon 
& Schuster. Reproduced with permission of the publisher. All rights reserved. 
 
 
Although Rogers‟ terminology has changed, the descriptions of these categories 
have remained similar throughout the editions. Table 1 lists each of the stages in the 
decision innovation process with the defining characteristics of each. 
Rogers (1964) defined the rate of adoption as the relative speed with which 
members of a social system adopt an innovation. The speed of innovation has usually 
been measured by the length of time required for a certain percentage of members of a 
social system to adopt an innovation (p.134).  
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Table 1  
 
Characteristics of the Decision Innovation Process 
 
Stage Defining Characteristics 
Knowledge An individual is exposed to an innovation but lacks information 
about an innovation and had not been encouraged to find 
information about the innovation. 
 
Persuasion An individual is interested in the innovation and is actively 
seeking information and further details on the innovation. 
 
Decision The innovation is evaluated in terms of advantages/disadvantages 
and a decision is made whether to reject or accept the innovation. 
Rogers notes that it is the most difficult stage to acquire empirical 
evidence due to the individual nature of this stage.  
 
Implementation An individual employs the innovation to varying degrees and 
determines the usefulness of the innovation. The individual may 
look for further information as needed. 
 
Confirmation The individual finalizes the decision of continuing to use the 
innovation and may use it to its fullest potential. 
 
He also posited a set of five characteristics that influenced an individual‟s 
likeliness of adoption or rejection of an innovation. Table 2 lists each of the 
characteristics of innovations with its defining features. 
When examining diffusion research, individuals have typically been classified in 
terms of categories on the basis of innovativeness. To this end, Rogers recommended five 
categories of adopters on which to standardize usage categories in diffusion research 
displayed in Figure 2. Table 3 describes the defining features of each adopter category. 
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Table 2  
 
Intrinsic Characteristics of Innovations 
 
          Name Defining Feature 
Relative Advantage The difference in improvement of an innovation between its 
current form and a previous generation. 
 
Compatibility The degree of the innovation to be incorporated into an 
individual‟s life. 
 
Complexity The degree of difficulty of the innovation to be used on a 
regular basis.  
 
Triability The degree of an innovation‟s testability during the adoption 
process. 
 
Observability The degree of visibility of the innovation to others as a 
vehicle for communication between peers, resulting in 
adoption or rejection. 
 
 
 
 
Much of the evidence for the diffusion of innovation gathered by Rogers came 
from agricultural methods and medical practice; however, various computer models have 
been created (Veneris, 1984; 1990). Included was a system dynamic that simulated the 
diffusion of innovations through the use of differential equations. Also, Carr (1999) has 
done extensive research on the topic of diffusion research that validates the model. 
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Table 3  
 
Adopter Categories in Innovation Adoption 
Name Defining Feature 
Innovators The fastest category to adopt an innovation, taking more risks. 
 
Early adopter The second fastest category for innovation adoption. This category 
has the highest opinion influence between all adopter categories. 
They are younger in age, possess a higher social status, advanced 
education, and are more socially forward than late adopters (p. 
185). 
 
Early majority Users in this category adopt an innovation after a varying degree 
of time. This time of adoption is longer than the innovators and 
early adopters. Early majority tend to be slower in the adoption 
process, have above average social status, contact with early 
adopters, and show some opinion influence. 
 
Late majority Users in this category adopt an innovation after the average 
member of society has. They approach an innovation with a high 
degree of skepticism and after the majority of society has adopted 
the innovation. They also have below average social status, are in 
contact with others in the early and late majorities, and have little 
opinion influence. 
 
Laggards This category of adopters is the last one to adopt an innovation. 
Individuals tend to be advanced in age, while possessing the 
lowest social status. 
 
 
In Crossing the Chasm, Moore (2002) made a special case in applying Rogers‟ 
(1964) Diffusion of Innovations to technology based on his experience in the business 
world. Crossing the Chasm was intended as a marketing text that outlined the essentials 
of marketing high tech products during the early start up period, and at the same time, 
expanding on Roger‟s (1964) Diffusions of Innovations model. In the book he refers to 
the difference between discontinuous and continuous innovations. Discontinuous referred 
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to those innovations that require changes in current mode of behavior. Continuous 
innovations refer to the normal upgrading of products of services without requiring a 
modification of current behavior. Termed as the Technology Adoption Life Cycle and 
central to the high-tech marketing model, it encourages the working of the bell curve 
from left to right. It makes use of the endorsement of innovators to provide a sales pitch 
for the early adopters; which in turn provides credibility and a case for adoption by the 
early majority. This process repeats itself with each subsequent group on the bell curve. 
The key is to keep the process moving smoothly as one works the curve. However, there 
are pitfalls to the high-tech marketing model.  
Moore (2002) stressed the existence of “cracks in the bell curve” (p. 17). The first 
crack was between the innovators and the early adopters and it occurred when a “hot 
technology product (e.g., Second Life) cannot be readily translated into a major new 
benefit” (p. 17). Mayle (2006) examined the nature of innovation and the broader issues 
surrounding change in his book, Managing Innovation and Change. Similarly, Friedman 
talked extensively about innovation and the changes it has brought upon as a result of 
globalization is his books, The World is Flat: A Brief History Of The Twentieth-First 
Century (2005), and Hot, Flat and Crowded 2.0: Why We Need a Green Revolution--and 
How It Can Renew America (2009).  The second crack to which Moore referred occurs 
between the early and late majority. It manifests itself when the early majority are willing 
to become technologically competent but the late majority are not as inclined to do so. At 
this point, a product needs to be made easier to adopt in order to be successful. This 
relates to what Gladwell talked about in his book, The Tipping Point. Gladwell (2000) 
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referred to the tipping point as "the moment of critical mass, the threshold, the boiling 
point." (p. 12). He compared the ability of ideas, products, behaviors, and messages to 
spread like viruses. He also described the three rules of epidemics (or agents of change) 
in the tipping points of epidemics. The first agent of change is the Law of the Few. This 
law states that the success of a social epidemic depends on people with an exceptional set 
of social gifts. These people are called connectors, mavens, and salesmen (Gladwell, 
2000). Connectors refer to the people that bring people together. Mavens are the 
information brokers, people who can be relied on to connect others with new information. 
Salesmen are the persuaders, people with powerful negotiation skills. The second agent 
of change is The Stickiness Factor. This factor refers to the ability of a specific content of 
a message to render its impact memorable. The last agent of change is the Power of 
Context, which states that human behavior is sensitive and strongly influenced by its 
environment. 
The more marked crack is the one to which Gladwell (2000) referred as the 
chasm--a deep and dividing gap that separates the early adopters from the early majority. 
This is the most alarming and intolerant transition in the Technology Adoption Life 
Cycle. This occurs as a result of marked differences between the early adopters and the 
early majority. The early adopters are looking for a radical change in order to get ahead 
of their competition and gain a business advantage. In education, early adopters are 
looking to innovate. As such, they expect change, are determined to embrace a new 
product, champion its use, and deal with the inevitable glitches and bugs that accompany 
any young technology in its first generation existence.  
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By contrast, the early majority awaits improvement on existing methods. They are 
looking for an evolution rather than a revolution. They expect the technology to be 
thoroughly tested and integrated with their existing technology so that the product 
“works.” Moore (2003) considers early adopters inappropriate references for the early 
majority. Because of their concern to not disrupt their existing operations, the early 
majority relies on good references for their buying decisions. Typically, the only suitable 
reference for a member of the early majority is another member of the early majority, but 
no early majority member will buy a new product without references. This creates a 
disconnect, the chasm to which Moore (2003, p. 17) often refers, and reveals a flaw in the 
design of the model. Good references are those considered suitable so that their 
experience can be considered trustworthy enough to be used in the decision making 
process. In the education context, good references for the early majority would consist of 
peers or other departments that are using a particular tool. 
Theory of Reasoned Action 
The Theory of Reasoned Action was developed by Fishbein and Aizen as an 
enhancement to the Information Integration Theory (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1975). Information Integration Theory, developed and tested by Anderson 
(1971,1981a, 1981b, 1991), explored how attitudes are formed and changed through 
combining existing thoughts with new information. Essentially, ideas in a persuasive 
message are conveyed as information with two distinct qualities: value and weight 
(Anderson, 1971, p. 172). Value refers to the evaluation of the information (favorable or 
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unfavorable) while the weight refers to its importance; however, unlike the Information 
Integration Theory, the Theory of Reasoned Action possesses two important changes. 
First, it adds another element, behavioral intention, to the process of persuasion. The 
focus resides on behavior rather than the prediction of attitudes; however, it is also 
recognized that there are situations that limit the influence of attitude on behavior (Ajzen 
& Fishbein, 1980; Belleau et al, 2007). Behavioral intention becomes a middle point 
between stopping at attitude predictions and actually predicting behavior. Because it 
separates behavioral intention from behavior, the Theory of Reasoned Action also 
discusses the factors that limit the influence of attitudes (or behavioral intention) on 
behavior. Figure 4 illustrates the model of the Theory of Reasoned Action. 
The second change is that the Theory of Reasoned Action employs the concepts 
of attitudes and norms to predict behavioral intent. In situations where attitudes differ 
from the dictates of relevant norms, both factors influence behavioral intent.  
Thus, reasoned action predicts that behavioral intent is created or caused by one‟s 
attitudes and subjective norms. As with Information Integration Theory (Fishbein and 
Ajzen, 1975; Sheppard, Hartwick & Warshaw, 1988), attitudes are composed of what 
Fishbein and Ajzen termed the evaluation and strength of a belief. Subjective norms, the 
other component influencing behavioral intent, is composed of (a) normative beliefs 
which consist of what one believes others expect and (b) motivation to comply which 
addresses the importance of performing as others expect. The Theory of Reasoned Action 
asserts that beliefs influence attitudes, which lead to intentions and generate behavior. 
The Theory of Reasoned Action has been particularly useful in explaining some of the 
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reasons why an attitude will not result in the expected behavior. This is because people 
do not always do what they intend to do. 
 
 
Figure 4. Theory of Reasoned Action.  
Source: Understanding Attitudes and Predicting Social Behavior, by Ajzen & Fishbein. 
© 1980. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education. 
 
Technology Acceptance Model 
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was proposed by Davis (1989) as a 
method to examine end-users‟ acceptance of information technologies. This model is 
grounded in social psychology theory in general as well as the Theory of Reasoned 
Action (TRA) in particular (Fishbein & Azjen, 1975). This model has also been widely 
regarded as a robust and predictive method when compared to competing models such as 
the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behavior (Venkatesh & Davis, 
2000). Davis (1986, 1989) introduced the following constructs in the original TAM : 
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perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude, and intention to use. In the model, 
displayed in Figure 5, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use form an end-user‟s 
beliefs about a technology and predict the user‟s attitude toward the technology, thereby 
creating an indicator of acceptance. 
 
Figure 5. The Original Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989)  
Adapted from Davis, F. D. (1989). Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and user 
acceptance. MIS Quarterly, 13(3), 319-340. 
 
 
 
One of the limitations of the original TAM model was a measurement bias 
because of the grouping of multiple items measuring each construct. This happened 
because the multiple questions measuring intention to use, perceived usefulness, and ease 
of use were grouped together. Several empirical studies have shown that the 
psychometric properties of measurement scales can be affected by the item order in a 
questionnaire (Bradburn, 1982; Budd, 1987; Harrison  & McLaughlin, 1991; Pan et al., 
2005; Schuman & Presser, 1981). This created a carryover effect and inflated the model‟s 
validity and reliability (Davis & Venkatesh, 1996). Davis, therefore, proposed a new 
version of the TAM, aptly named TAM2, which included subjective norms and was 
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tested with longitudinal research designs. Figure 6 provides a representation of the 
revised TAM model (TAM2). 
 
 
Figure 6. TAM2: Extension of the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1996). 
Adapted from Davis, F. D. (1986). A technology acceptance model for empirically testing 
new-user information systems: Theory and results. Doctoral Dissertation, MIT Sloan 
School of Management, Cambridge, MA. 
 
 
These two models, TAM and TAM2, explain approximately 40% of a system‟s 
use. Legris, Ingham , and Collerette (2003) concluded that TAM was useful but needed to 
be integrated into a broader model that takes into account factors related to processes 
involving human and social change. Another challenge in applying the TAM model has 
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been that it explains usage but does not necessarily address adoption (Bagozzi, Davis, & 
Warchaw, 1992; Pan et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2010). 
Technology Learning Cycle 
Although not a technology model per se, the Technology Learning Cycle 
(Wedman & Diggs, n.d) is a learning model for faculty development. It was developed 
based on the views of Sprague, Kopfman, and Dorsey (1998) and the Chickering and 
Ehrmann‟s (1996) seven principles of good practice with some modifications applicable 
to technology (Chickering & Ehrmann, 1987). It is a framework that has provided users 
with a model for keeping track of emerging technology. It was based on the principle that 
faculty must be lifelong learners of educational technology. As such, they must develop a 
personal process for learning and using new technology (Wedman & Diggs, n.d). As a 
result, teacher education faculty and pre-service teachers develop self-concepts of 
themselves as technology users and support individualized faculty development needs 
(Georgina & Hosford, 2009; Howland & Wedman, 2004). Figure 7 displays the five 
major phases of the Technology Learning Cycle: (a) awareness; (b) exploration and 
filtration; (c) learning; (d) personal and professional application, and (e) sharing and 
reflection. Each phase is interdependent on the others and essential to complete the cycle.  
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Figure 7. Technology Learning Cycle phases (Howland & Wedman, 1974). 
Adapted from Howland, J., & Wedman, J. (2004). A process model for faculty 
development: Individualizing technology learning. Journal of Technology on Teacher 
Education, 12(2), 239-263. 
 
 
 
In the awareness phase, a learner is open to new innovations as he wishes to 
expose himself to a new technology. During the exploration and filtration phases, the 
learner considers the functions, availability and usefulness of different innovations as 
discovered in the previous stage and selects a technology to learn. The learning phase 
provides an opportunity for the user to acquire the necessary technical skills to utilize and 
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master the technology introduced. In the application stage, the user incorporates the 
instructional technology into the teaching methodologies to support instruction. In the 
sharing and reflection stages, the participants reflect on the whole process of integrating 
the technology into the curriculum. The model is not a linear one, as it acknowledges that 
individuals may be in multiple phases concurrently depending on the technology 
(Howland & Wedman, 2004; Jarvenpaa & Makinen, 2007). 
Related Research: Adoption of Technology 
Since the beginning of the millennium, most K-12 public schools nationwide have 
had access to computer technology, and 98% of them were reported to be Internet-
connected in 2001(Cattagni & Farris, 2001). Beginning teachers, however, have reported 
that they do not feel adequately prepared to integrate technology into their teaching 
practices (Evans & Gunter, 2004; Office of Technology Assessment, 1995; Sprague et 
al., 1998). The responsibility for preparing pre-service teachers to use technology in 
instruction has resided within teacher preparation programs and, by extension, with 
teacher educators. Developing and implementing effective technology training has been 
particularly difficult in higher education because of differing faculty interests, levels of 
individual autonomy, and technology expertise (Howland & Wegman, 2004). 
The following section of the literature review was focused on literature and 
studies related to the adoption of technology in the higher education arena. Addressed are 
(a) generally perceived barriers to adopting technology, (b) attitudes, and (c) professional 
development as predictors of technology adoption and usage.  
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Barriers to Using Technology in Higher Education  
In the mid-1990s, researchers indicated that teacher preparation programs were 
not adequately training future teachers to use technology in their classrooms. In 1995, the 
Office of Technology Assessment reported on a study of four sites in response to 
technology integration in education programs (Mergondoller, Johnston, Rockman, & 
Willis, 1994). On its 1997 report, the National Council for Accreditation for Teacher 
Education (NCATE) concluded that universities were not meeting their responsibility of 
training teachers to teach with technology, specifically stating that “a majority of teacher 
education programs are falling short of what needs to be done” (p. 6). They 
recommended institutions develop a vision and a plan detailing how they intended to 
integrate technology into their preparation programs. 
Several studies have concentrated on the barriers technology faces in education 
(Muir-Herzig, 2004). Researchers have reported lack of teacher time, limited access, cost 
of the technology, lack of vision and planning, and support to be among the main barriers 
that impede consistent use of technology (Shelly, Gunter, & Gunter, 2010). 
Jacobsen (1998) conducted a study at two major North American universities 
regarding technology usage patterns, computer experience, self-efficacy, incentives and 
perceived barriers. The most commonly reported barriers were (a) perceived lack of time 
to learn how to use the technology, (b) learning new methods for teaching, (c) faculty 
complacency, (d) non-adoption unless forced, (e) importance of research over teaching, 
and (f) absence of recognition. 
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Strudler & Wetzel (1999) engaged in a follow-up study using the same four sites 
that the Office of Technology Assessment had studied in 1995. Their findings revealed 
advances had taken place in some teacher education programs. It also validated the 
importance of a balance between support and pressure so as to avoid the resistance and 
alienation that could result from excessive pressure but not foster drift and waste as a 
result of little pressure and no support. A need for strong and committed leadership to 
establish a vision and expectations for the institution as well as its faculty emerged as a 
theme in this research.  
Finley and Hartman‟s (2004) research consisted of a case study using one large 
university to determine potential barriers to the integration of technology in teacher 
preparation courses. Several themes were identified in the research including the 
importance of linking technology with specific learning objectives rather than using new 
technology because it was new. Another theme, critical of technology, that surfaced was 
"technology uses us, we do not always use technology" (Postman, 1992, p. 7; Taylor & 
Gunter, 2006, 2009). 
Algahzo (2006) conducted a study of university faculty at a college of education 
to determine faculty members‟ (a) technological competencies, (b) preference of 
professional development options, and (c) attitudes toward computers. Faculty reported 
barriers to adopting technology were concentrated on four distinct areas: lack of time, 
lack of technical support, new equipment, and difficulties in the use of technology. 
Another finding stressed the importance of consistency between technology and learning 
styles. It was concluded that faculty would experiment with technology if they believed it 
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was aligned with their teaching styles, if they were confident and knowledgeable, if they 
were supported and rewarded for doing so, and if they saw the usefulness from a 
pedagogical perspective. A final theme emphasized the need for direction and guidance 
from departmental leaders. This supported Bates‟ (2000) conclusion about the importance 
of the leadership of faculty chairs. Rice and Miller (2001) found faculty want to be 
involved in the administrative and technology planning, providing key input before 
technologies are adopted, and that administrators needed to ensure appropriate 
involvement. 
There has been a perception that cultural and technical barriers play a significant 
role in the use of a technology (Berge, 1998; Berge & Mrozowski, 1999). Cultural factors 
relate to faculty's resistance to innovation and change, and technical factors focus on the 
reliability of the technology, connectivity, infrastructure, and technical support.  
Pajo and Wallace (2001) conducted a study to analyze the barriers that impeded 
the adoption of Web-based courses by university faculty and categorized them into 
personal barriers, attitudinal barriers, and organizational barriers. Personal barriers 
included lack of knowledge skills, training, role models, and time. Attitudinal barriers 
were comprised of no faith in technology, unwillingness to work with technology, and 
concern about student access. Organizational barriers consisted of inadequate technical 
support, hardware, software, instructional design, and no recognition of value of online 
teaching. Similar studies have been conducted that validate these barriers (Belland, 2009; 
Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009). 
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Newton's (2003) literature review on the development and integration of 
technology in higher learning identified five factors that play a role in the process: (a) 
increased time commitment for academic staff, (b) lack of intrinsic/extrinsic rewards, (c) 
lack of strategic planning and vision, (d) lack of technical and pedagogical training, and 
(d) philosophical, epistemological, and social objections. This is also confirmed in a 
study conducted by Mitchell & Gunter (2004) on technology integration in higher 
education. 
Attitudes as Predictors of Usage 
According to Albirini (2006), attitudes can be considered as a major predictor of 
the use of new technologies in instructional settings, and attitudes can be more important 
than skill sets in dealing with advances in teacher technology integration. Attitudes of 
faculty members were also examined by Panda & Mishra (2007) in a Mega Open 
University study of barriers impeding adoption and use. It was confirmed that high 
computer usage was directly related to positive attitudes toward e-learning. The 
researchers also discovered that lack of training in e-learning ranked among the top 
barriers to use and adoption, indicating that organized training and regular use of 
technologies were vital. 
Mahdizadeh, Biemans, & Mulder (2008) investigated determining factors in the 
use of e-learning systems by university faculty. They found that the use of e-learning 
systems was directly related to faculty perceptions of added value which were directly 
influenced by faculty opinions of Web-based activities and computer assisted learning. 
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This supported prior research (Brett & Nagra, 2005; Lowerison, Sclater, Schmid, & 
Abrami, 2006) on how students engaged in learning tasks and their environment. Their 
study emphasized the importance of focusing on the teacher and student's learning 
approach before considering the impact of a particular technology in education. Sahin 
(2008) conducted a study that used a model based on the Social-Cognitive Career Theory 
to test the influence of its faculty members‟ self-efficacy in outcome expectations and 
interest on their intentions to use educational technology. The results showed that self-
efficacy played an important role in increasing outcome expectations and interest in 
educational technology. 
Professional Development 
Supporting and encouraging the adoption of technology by faculty members is not 
simply a matter of convincing faculty of the benefits of technology. Rather, this is a 
complex process that encompasses training, education, and providing tools to develop the 
self-efficacy of faculty members (Compeau, Higgins, & Huff, 1999; Gunter, & Gunter, 
2010). Daily (2000) and Sitze (2000) cited the need for faculty and student training to 
encourage use of technologies. Groves and Zemel (2000) reported that in order to use 
technology in teaching, users wanted accessible hardware, training, and discipline 
specific media that are easy to use.  
Sheldon and Jones (1996) identified four critical factors in the integration of 
technology into the school curriculum: (a) time, (b) training, (c) technology, and (d) 
teacher-type tasks. In their 2002 study conducted in a medium-sized private institution in 
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the northeastern United States over a period of two years, Schrum, Skeele, & Grant 
(2002) concurred that there was a need for continuous technology training appropriate for 
each person, infusion of technology through multiple authentic applications, and the 
benefit of faculty incentives to foster commitment to change. Researchers have identified 
the need for continuous technology training appropriate for each individual's need that 
affords opportunities for application of learned skills.  
Sahin & Thompson (2007) conducted a study using the Learning/Adoption 
Trajectory model to determine whether a midwestern university's college of education 
faculty level of technology adoption could be predicted by: demographics, computer 
experience, instructional hardware, or methods of learning about technology. The use of 
self-directed informational sources, collegial interaction, and the use of data analysis 
tools were found to be significant predictors of the technology adoption level of faculty.  
LeBaron & McFadden‟s (2008) case study on the pressures of a university's 
school leadership program department to create online scholarship opportunities for 
professional educators broadened the spectrum of interest beyond pre-service and in-
service teachers. They highlighted the need for ongoing faculty training and support to 
promote institutional change in their concern for the professional development in 
technology of pre-service administrators.  
General Education 
In order for faculty members to use instructional technology, they must find a 
sense of  convenience and advantage in using the tools available to them (Dusick, 1998: 
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Mitchell & Gunter, 2004; Reznich, 1997; Spotts, 1999). In addition to their perceptions 
of student preference, teachers are influenced by their own levels of confidence and their 
participation in decisions as to the type of technology to use in the classroom (Grasha & 
Yangarber-Hicks, 2000). 
Brill and Galloway's (2007) study on attitudes toward and usage of classroom-
based teaching technologies at a large public university in the United States provided an 
interesting lens into the use of technology. These researchers found that though 
instructors showed great interest in newer technologies, they "currently rely most heavily 
on a few relatively low-end and well-established technologies: the overhead projector, 
VCR and the slide projector" (p. 99). These findings seem to be in accord with those of 
Peluchette & Rust (2005), where the technologies reported to be preferred by faculty 
members were generally considered "low tech" (e.g., transparencies, PowerPoint, 
chalkboard, and whiteboard).  
In this chapter, some of the models that have been used to explain technology 
acceptance have been explained, i.e., Rogers‟ Diffusion of Innovations, Fishbein & 
Ajzen‟s Theory of Reasoned Action, Davis‟ Technology Acceptance Model, and 
Wedman & Diggs Technology Learning Cycle. Discussed were the models and their 
components. Also presented was the work of Moore (2002) as an example of Rogers 
Diffusion of Innovations and how the ideas presented complemented Gladwell‟s (2000) 
who explained how social epidemics take place and how three agents of change could 
affect the spread of a social or technological epidemic. Rogers‟ work was included as it 
emphasized the the influence a community has in the process of diffusion. Also reviewed 
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was literature concerning professional development, general education, and attitudes as 
predictors of usage that helped frame this study. The influence of the community, norms 
and conventions, professional development and the culture of an environment are all 
important as they are the foundation of Cultural-Historical Activity Theory, which is 
discussed in Chapter 3. Developing technology training has been difficult because of 
different levels of faculty interest, levels of individual autonomy and technology 
expertise (Howland & Wegman, 2004). Barriers for the use of technology in education 
have been identified as lack of teacher time, limited access, cost of the technology, lack 
of vision and planning, lack of support, consistency between teaching and learning styles, 
leadership of faculty chairs, lack of self-efficacy development (Alghazo, 2006; Bates, 
2000; Berge, 1998; Berge & Mrozowski, 1999; Compeau, Higgins, & Huff, 1999; 
Newton, 2003; Rice & Miller, 2001; Shelly, Cashman, Gunter & Gunter, 2007; Shelly, 
Gunter, & Gunter, 2010). Most of the studies were conducted using the Technology 
Acceptance Model or another competing model. Chapter 3 provides insight into Cultural-
Historical Activity Theory and how it may provide a better explanatory power in regard 
to technology adoption. 
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CHAPTER 3  
CULTURAL-HISTORICAL ACTIVITY THEORY 
Introduction 
This chapter describes the Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) 
framework which provided the theoretical basis for the present study. In this chapter, the 
researcher has provided an overview of CHAT using references selected for their value in 
illustrating and explaining the model in a clear and concise manner. Understanding this 
model is essential to understanding the data analysis and results presented in the latter 
chapters. This chapter is intended to serve as an introduction to benefit the reader rather 
than an exhaustive literature review. A definitive and thorough review of CHAT by Roth 
and Lee (2007) is included in Appendix A. 
Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), with origins in the Soviet 
psychology movement and based on the work of Engeström, examined an activity system 
consisting of an actor, the object upon which an action is performed, the community 
within which the activity is embedded, and the way tools mediate the action to create a 
theory of expansive learning (Engeström, 1987). Activity theory was originally based on 
Vygotsky‟s (1978) observations that the problem with psychological investigations was 
that experimental research was conducted separate from the context of human lives. This 
tradition of treating the organism and environment as separate entities created a new 
perspective (Cole, 1985). In the first generation of activity theory centered on Vygotsky‟s 
(1978) work, a new triangular perspective developed around the relationship between the 
object of cognition, the active subject, and the tool or instrument that mediated the 
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interaction. Vygotsky (1978) insisted that the tool is what mediated all psychological 
activity. This triangular representation of mediated activity is depicted in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. The basic schematic of mediated activity as developed by Vygotsky (1978, 
1987). 
Reprinted by permission of the publisher from Mind in Society: Development of Higher 
Psychological Processes by L.S. Vygotsky, edited by Michael Cole, Vera John-Steiner, 
Sylvia Scribner, and Ellen Souberman, p. 54, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, Copyright © 1978 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. 
 
 
In Figure 8, the subject refers to the individual or individuals whose agency is 
selected as the analytical point of view (Hasu & Engeström, 2000). The object refers to 
the goals toward which the activity is directed. Tools mediate the interaction between 
subject and object. Vygotsky (1978) proposed the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) 
as the distance between what individuals can do by themselves and what they can 
accomplish when guided by more capable peers. The idea within ZPD is that humans 
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learn through social interaction, and this interaction takes place in a historical context 
imbued with cultural artifacts. This concept of mediated activity sees the learner as 
actively constructing meaning within a cultural-historical context. Vygotsky‟s model had 
several shortcomings that Leont‟ev (1974, 1978, 1981, 1989) addressed by emphasizing 
the object‟s place in the concept of activity.  
Leont‟ev‟s work became the basis for the second generation of activity theory. 
The key in Leont‟ev‟s writings was to emphasize the importance of the object as opposed 
to the subject and to differentiate between an immediate action and the larger overall 
system. Leont‟ev proposed three levels--operation, action, and activity. Operations were 
the most basic of the three levels. Actions were associated with an individual‟s 
knowledge and skills. At the highest level was activity which was defined at the level of 
motives and goals (Gilbert, 1999). The motivation of an activity was to transform the 
object into an outcome. Leont'ev never graphically expanded Vygotsky's original model 
into a model of a collective activity system. Leont‟ev‟s work began the process of 
situating activity within a larger system which was key in Engeström‟s subsequent work.  
 Engeström‟s (1987) work further contextualized the unit of activity by providing 
a triangular schematic for the structure of activity. The basic schematic of an activity 
system as developed by Engeström (1987) is displayed in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The basic schematic of an activity system as developed by Engeström (1987). 
Adapted from Learning by expanding. An activity-theoretical approach to developmental 
research by Y. Engeström, 1987, p. 78, Orienta-Konsultit, Helsinki. 
 
 
 
 The model entails a subject (individual or group) oriented to transform some 
object (outward goal, concrete purpose) using a culturally historically constructed tool 
(material or psychological). What Engeström added to the model were the components of 
community (the organization) and outcome (the intended or not implications of an 
activity). Furthermore, the subject relates to the community via rules (norms and 
conventions), and the community relates to the object via division of labor (organization 
of processes related to the goal) and to the subject via rules (Rochelle, 1998). This bottom 
part of the schematic is the one that acknowledges the contextualized nature of an 
activity.  
Simply put, the Cultural-Historical Activity Theory framework is represented by a 
series of embedded triangles. The three sides of the outermost triangle represent a subject 
acting on an object while embedded in a cultural community. There is interaction 
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between the nodes; therefore, tools can mediate a subject‟s action on an object. 
Interactions between a subject and an established community are governed by established 
rules and customs. A community interacts with an object or objects through the division 
of labor. All of these interactions are driven by a planned or anticipated outcome or 
purpose.  
Before applying the CHAT model to an activity system, a “unit of analysis” must 
be selected. This determines the scope and breadth of the activity under study. Fiedler 
(2006) discussed about using a flashlight metaphor to illustrate the unit of analysis. 
Activity-theoretical researchers can shine a flashlight on a system of interest. The width 
of the flashlight beam can be modified somewhat to determine the scope of the 
examination. It can be directed to various parts of the system, held at a distance to get a 
broad view, or held close to get a specific area. An example of a differing degree of scope 
was provided by Holt & Morris‟ (1993) analysis of the Challenger disaster. The CHAT 
framework was useful in analyzing the contradictions and double binds, seeing the actors 
perform in the system and witness the system moving through its various stages. 
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Figure 10. Engeström‟s Cultural-Historical Activity Theory model.  
Adapted from Learning by expanding. An activity-theoretical approach to developmental 
research by Y. Engeström, 1987, p. 78, Orienta-Konsultit, Helsinki. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 presents a detailed view of an activity system. By examining the nodes 
of the triangle in a more meticulous manner, one can better understand the complexities 
associated with the system. The subject of a CHAT analysis can be an individual or a 
group of individuals looking to fulfill goals through action (if individual) or activity (if 
group). The choice of the subject determines the perspective of the analysis. A subject 
acts on an object, a “modifiable end toward which activity is directed and from which 
outcome is expected” (Holt & Morris, 1993, p. 98).  
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An object can be a problem that needs attention or a concept one must learn. The 
object is integral to the activity, distinguishing it from another activity while carrying the 
purpose for it as a whole. Tools are means that mediate the subject‟s activity toward the 
object. Mediating tools include artifacts, signs, language, symbols, and others. Language, 
including non-word items like signs, are the most critical psychological tools through 
which people can communicate, interact, experience, and construct reality (Barab, Evans, 
& Baek, 1999). The “community” can be defined as a group of individuals who share a 
set of social meanings. “Rules” are incomplete guides for action dictated by the 
community. The “division of labor” entails the completion of specialized tasks by 
members of the community. These nodes form the outermost or primary triangle.  
Inside this outermost triangle are four smaller triangles, labeled in Figure 10 as 
“production”, “consumption”, “exchange”, and “distribution.” These terms are used to 
represent the higher order functions taking place as a result of the interactions between 
the nodes of the sub-triangles. Engeström relied on Marx‟s (1973) definitions of the terms 
to explain their meaning: 
Production creates the objects which correspond to given needs; distribution 
divides them up according to social laws; exchange further parcels out the already 
divided shares in accord with individual needs; and finally, in consumption, the 
product steps outside the social movement and becomes a direct object and 
servant of individual need, and satisfies in being consumed. (Marx, 1973, p. 89) 
 
One important aspect to note is the paradox contained within the activity system. 
Though the total activity is geared toward production, its sub-triangles produce and 
consume simultaneously. This assists in the overall production of the system. In order to 
produce in an activity system, energy is required in the form of things that are produced. 
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These things must be produced so they can be consumed and energy produced. This, in 
turn, aids the outcome of production. Thus, activity systems are driven and exist solely 
because consumption necessitates production and vice versa. 
The following example is an invented vignette that creates a scenario in which the 
Cultural-Historical Activity Theory model can be applied: 
David is a student at a large urban university in the southeastern United States. He 
has made many friends during his time at the university. He recently completed all of his 
coursework and is currently working on his dissertation. David must update and submit 
his Electronic Thesis Dissertation (ETD) manuscript for revision according to guidelines 
received from the Department of Student Affairs at his college. It‟s Wednesday, and he is 
meeting his friends after work to catch up and support each other throughout their 
dissertation phase. The conversation shifts from family to dissertation, and to the editorial 
revision process all manuscripts must go through. All of the friends are also at the same 
stage. David admits to having challenges and being frustrated in getting the correct 
formatting for the ETD process. He tells the group that in his last feedback from his 
adviser, he received comments on the inconsistency in formatting in some parts of the 
document. Now, he needs to edit the document for style consistency and has not figured 
out how to do so without having to retype all of the text. Fortunately, his friend Chrissy 
has done this several times and offers to meet David at the library computer lab to show 
him how to do this. They agree on meeting the following Monday after work.  
For the unit of analysis of this vignette, one can use one individual‟s activity or 
broaden the scope to examine activities of students as they complete their ETD. For this 
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illustration, David‟s activities, as he works on his Electronic Thesis Dissertation (ETD), 
can be analyzed.  
David, (the subject) intends to work on his ETD to pass the editing review process 
(one of several possible outcomes). To achieve this outcome, he uses a printout from the 
Student Affairs webpage detailing the ETD process requirements (tool), his computer 
(tool), and word processor (tool) to correct inaccuracies within his ETD document. 
Chrissy (a member of David‟s community, but serving as a tool) helps him with his ETD 
editing (division of labor) because she agreed (rules, customs) she would do so when the 
friends (community) met as they usually do every Wednesday for support (rules, 
customs). The work that David and Chrissy do together is an example of horizontal 
division of labor because they both have equal status. However, Student Affairs has 
provided a handout to help David with his task. This is an example of vertical division of 
labor.  
Tools and Objects 
The above vignette provides an example of the way in which an activity system 
can be analyzed using the terminology associated with the CHAT framework. The use of 
tools was essential and a central theme of this dissertation. The purpose of this study was 
to offer insight(s) into the technologies faculty adopt and their reasons for doing so. This, 
in turn, provided an opportunity to examine the role of technologies (tools) and how they 
mediated the subject‟s activity toward an object. Examining the activity system using 
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CHAT was intended to provide a richer set of data than that obtained using traditional 
methods which did not treat technology adoption in a holistic manner. 
Networks of Activity 
As a result of activity theory‟s exposure in international arenas, questions of 
diversity and dialogue between different traditions or perspectives became increasingly 
serious challenges. While the first and second generation activity theory do not address 
these issues, third generation activity theory rose to the challenge of overcoming 
limitations faced by its predecessor in dealing with cultural diversity. Other challenges 
faced by third generation activity theory dealt with (a) understanding dialogue, (b) 
multiple perspectives and voices, and (c) networks of interacting activity systems. 
Third generation activity theory has supported the concept that all activity 
systems are part of a network of activity systems. The CHAT framework displayed in 
Figure 11 depicts the networked nature of the activity and introduces the concept of 
boundary objects. It provides a visual representation of how an activity system can unfold 
into two or more systems. 
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Figure 11. An example of a network of activity systems.  
Adapted from University of Helsinki, Center for Activity Theory and Developmental 
work Research (2004). Retrieved from 
http://www.edu.helsinki.fi/activity/pages/chatanddwr/chat/ 
 
 
In this example, boundary objects are those that operate at the interface of many 
contexts (Edwards, 2005). Where two or more activity systems interact, there may be 
contradictions and tensions which offer opportunities for expansive learning. Russell 
(2002) and Chekland and Poultier (2010) suggested that learning beyond what was 
thought to be possible within a single activity system becomes possible if practitioners 
engage in discussion, debate and reflection.  
Contradictions in an Activity System 
The manifestation of the tension between production and consumption results 
from contradictions within and among the components of an activity system, between 
other systems, or between a system and a more advanced version of itself (Holt & Morris, 
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1993, p.98). This tension can occur when there is a need that has been unable to be 
satisfied by the current form of production (Blin & Munro, 2008). Such needs for the 
system to change create “need states” that Engeström (1987) believes are inevitable.  
These changes to meet needs arise from four types of contradictions: primary 
(within each component of the activity); secondary (between the components of the 
activity); tertiary (between the activity itself and a culturally more advanced form of the 
activity); and quaternary (between the central activity and neighboring activities) 
(Engeström, 1987, p. 89). Using the previous vignette example of David, one can 
examine his activities as he is completing his ETD: 
The university has instituted a new multimedia submission process for ETD. 
Since the program has been instituted this semester, David‟s advisor asks him to submit 
his multimedia files as part of the dissertation. David discovers that there is a limit on 
size of attachments, and his files are too large to be emailed from his email account to the 
dissertation editor at the university. This is an example of a secondary tension. Frustrated, 
David decides to use his Google mail account to email the ETD to the editor at the 
university but soon finds out that the server is timing out because the files are too large 
and the file transfer times out. This is an example of a quaternary tension between one 
system (Google mail account) and another (the university‟s email system). 
In the example Holt and Morris (1993) provided of the Challenger disaster, 
several primary tensions were identified. One was the conflict in the Community node 
regarding the status of the shuttle program between being defense-dependent or self-
sustainable. When the tensions occur between nodes in the activity system, it is called a 
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double bind. Engström (1987) referred to these as secondary tensions and identified 
several secondary tensions using the example of the Challenger disaster. One was 
between the decision makers who were not only trying to put safety first, but were trying 
to adhere to an aggressive flight schedule and the community node who struggled 
between making the shuttle program defense-based or being self-sustainable. The third 
level of tension occurs between one activity system and a more advanced one. The 
Challenger examples provides a more advanced set that prohibited cost-cutting at the risk 
of safety. The quaternary layer of tension was not addressed by Holt and Morris (1993), 
as they chose not to make it part of their work. 
Changes in an Activity System 
Change is inevitable, particularly when need states are present. Additionally, 
actors within an activity system find new ways of doing things by incorporating ideas 
from other systems. Contradictions can be revealed during analysis, but are often 
manifested as trouble on an ongoing activity. Such trouble can lead to one of two courses 
of action: a change of goals as posited by Barab, Barnett, Yamagata-Lynch, Squire, & 
Keating (2002; Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2009) or abandoning the technology 
introduced (Russell & Schneiderheinze, 2005). Otherwise, this trouble can cause the 
creation of “workarounds” where the subjects can perform actions in unintended ways 
but nevertheless circumvent the problem (Bannon, 2011; Bannon & Bodker, 1991). 
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Summary 
In summary, Cultural-Historical Activity Theory deals with human activities as 
they relate to tools, shared practices and institutions, going beyond individual knowledge 
and decision making to take a developmental view of minds in context. When people 
play, think, solve problems, or take part of in an activity together, they demonstrate an 
accumulated set of habits and values. Learning is situated within time and space--
influenced by the surrounding actors, resources and behavioral constraints instead of 
being characterized as an isolated act.  
The CHAT framework provides a useful analytic means to examine the 
technology choices of faculty. It provides the freedom and breadth for a researcher to 
look at technology choices as the minimum unit.  
As with other complex, social phenomena, choosing technology comes with a 
history and culture. The tools available for faculty to use in their teaching and learning 
have multiplied exponentially. These changes mirror the changes in broader society as a 
result of globalization. Examination of the technology selection experience benefits from 
the use of a rich and robust framework in order to make a contribution to the body of 
literature on technology adoption. 
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CHAPTER 4  
RESEARCH METHODS 
Introduction 
This chapter describes the research design and procedures used in this study. 
Included are descriptions of the study population, site and faculty selection, participant 
selection, data collection and analysis, and ethical considerations to be taken into account 
in this study. 
Design of the Study 
This qualitative research design, which employed qualitative inquiry research, 
was designed around the researcher‟s role as an observer. The use of interviews and 
document analysis as the educational media selection choices in a department of a college 
at the University of Central Florida were explored. The population was the faculty of the 
department.  
The following research questions were formulated to guide the study: 
1. Why do faculty members in higher education make the instructional choices 
they do with respect to educational technologies and media?  
2. How can the use of CHAT, as a more robust framework, offer an increase in 
explanatory power to better enable the understanding of a multitude of factors 
that impact the adoption and use of certain media technologies? 
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Overall Approach to Study 
Rossman and Rallis (1999) have affirmed that qualitative research is a broad 
approach to the study of social phenomena. They reported that despite the various 
methodologies within qualitative research, most qualitative researchers “are intrigued by 
the complexity of social interactions expressed in daily life and by the meanings that the 
participants themselves attribute to these interactions. These interests take researchers 
into natural settings, rather than laboratories, and foster pragmatism in using multiple 
methods for exploring a topic ” (Rossman & Rallis, p. 2). Thus, qualitative research is 
grounded in the lived experiences of individuals.  
Qualitative research is “(a) naturalistic, (b) draws on multiple methods that 
respect the humanity of participants in the study, (c) focuses on the context, (d) is 
emergent and evolving, and (e) is fundamentally interpretive.” (Rossman & Rallis, 1999, 
p. 2). Additionally, Fiedler (2006) posited that “most Cultural Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT) research is conducted using qualitative approaches because these methods 
enable researchers to examine the social system in which the focus of research is 
embedded which is a critically important aspect of the CHAT framework” (p. 67). This 
was affirmed by other researchers‟ notions of context-situated research (Alvesson, 2010; 
Holloway, 2009) 
The purpose of this study was to understand the choices that faculty members in 
higher education made with respect to educational technologies and media. Qualitative 
research methods were appropriate for this task. 
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Determining the Specific Research Approach 
Many researchers (Atkinson, Delamont, & Hammersley, 1988; Denzin & Lincoln, 
1994; Jacob, 1987) have posited the creation of genres within qualitative research. Gall, 
Borg, and Gall (1996) analyzed this multitude of approaches into three major genres: (a) 
an individual‟s lived experience, (b) society and culture, and (c) language and 
communication. Each of these major categories has one or more associated genres 
reflecting different methodological approaches. 
The first broad approach suggested by Gall, Gall, and Borg (2006) was on an 
individual„s lived experience. Phenomenological studies have been widely known and 
focus on the investigation of the lived experiences of a small number of people. 
Researchers have focused in depth on the meaning of a particular aspect of experience. 
They have assumed that, through dialogue and reflection, the meaning of the experience 
will be revealed. A phenomenological study on technology selection task might 
concentrate on a faculty member‟s experience in balancing the technology selection with 
competing priorities of class size, departmental demands, and work.  
The second broad genre suggested by Gall et al. (2006) was a focus on society 
and culture. Ethnographic studies fit this type of research. The concept of culture has 
been central to ethnographers. Ethnographers study cultural groups through observation 
over a long-term period. Technology adoption research that focuses on society and 
culture can examine power relationships in the phenomena and policies that shape the 
process. The case study is an example of a genre that focuses on society and culture.  
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The final focus of Gall et al. (2006) broad approach was focused on language and 
communication. Studies conducted with this focus have relied on the analysis of speech 
and other behavior. Data for these analyses can include transcriptions and writing. These 
approaches, guided by research questions, can help an individual focus the inquiry by 
suggesting data collection models that are appropriate.  
For this research, the researcher needed to choose a strategy that permitted a focus 
on the cultural context at the institution to answer his research question. Yin (1994) 
defined a case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real life context, especially when the boundaries between 
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (p. 13). According to Stake (1995), a 
case study is likely to highlight previously unknown relationships and variables, leading 
to the development of a re-thinking of the phenomenon for the researcher as well as the 
readers. Other considerations, in making this determination, included whether or not the 
strategy was within the researcher‟s skill set and accessibility. A single site case study 
allowed interaction with the individuals while embedded in their social context and 
offered a glimpse into the cultural aspects of technology selection within their 
department.  
Sites and Participant Selection 
Having determined that a single site case study was an appropriate method to 
answer the research questions for this study, the researcher‟s efforts shifted to the 
selection of the site where the observations would take place. Rossman and Rallis (2003) 
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described, as ideal, a site where “entry is possible” (p. 136) which contains a “rich mix of 
the processes, people, programs, interactions, and structures of interest” (p. 136); one 
where “strong relations with participants” (p. 136) can be built; and devoid of 
overpowering “ethical and political considerations” (p. 136).  
For the purposes of this study a department in a college at the University of 
Central Florida served as the case study site. The department offered an extensive array 
of courses during the summer semester and was environmentally rich in the use of 
technology. 
The human subjects research took take place at facilities owned by the University 
of Central Florida (UCF). Interviews were conducted with faculty in (a) offices within the 
department, (b) the classrooms (online and face-to-face) at the department, or (c) a place 
of the faculty member‟s choosing. This proposal was subjected to the required review 
university process and was approved to be conducted by the UCF‟s Institutional Review 
Board (Appendix B). Initial permission to conduct the research study was approved and 
secured at the department chair level. 
Resources Available to Conduct the Study 
Recruitment was conducted over a two-week period ranging from mid-April to 
May, 2010. The time devoted to conduct the research consisted of 30 hours per week for 
interviews and observations over a one-month period during the summer term in 2010. 
Because the study was conducted solely by the researcher, no additional staff were 
involved. Similarly, because the research was conducted in faculty members‟ offices and 
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classrooms on the University of Central Florida‟s main campus, no additional physical 
resources were required. There was no anticipated need for medical and psychological 
services; however, if the need arose, participants could have been referred to the 
University of Central Florida Counseling Center.  
Researcher Reflexivity 
Prior to the interviews, the researcher completed a full description of his own 
experiences as a student and as a teacher to reveal his own personal assumptions about 
adoption of technology in teaching and learning. This aided the researcher in the 
recognition of his personal assumptions and/or biases during the research process. It was 
assumed that participants in the study would respond honestly in the interviews; their 
only motivation for participating in the study was assumed to be their interest in 
contributing to the growing body of research on adoption and usage of technology.  
Before proceeding any further into the succeeding chapters of this study, it is vital 
that the researcher exposes how he selected this topic for his dissertation. Those that are 
familiar with qualitative methods know this act of disclosure under a variety of names 
such as reflexivity, transparency, or self-disclosure, among others. It is a term used to 
describe “the importance of self-awareness, political/cultural consciousness, and 
ownership of one‟s perspective” (Patton, 2002, p. 64.)  I have chosen to call it Personal 
Reflexivity. For readers who are unaccustomed to such act of personal disclosures, this 
may seem strange. Hence , I begin with theoretical support and an explanation for this act 
of self-disclosure. 
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 Rossman and Rallis (2003) have urged qualitative researchers to reflect on role and 
purpose prior to data collection but have also cautioned researchers to “be themselves.” 
Additionally, they have offered personal perspectives on what “be themselves” means: 
For us, being ourselves means that we have articulated our perspectives or frames 
of reference toward the topic–that is, we know our beliefs and values and our 
assumptions and biases relative to that topic. We are clear about our theoretical and 
methodological orientation: we consider past experiences that might influence our 
views. In short, we try to be aware of and vigilant about the baggage we carry into 
the inquiry (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 51). 
 
 Delamont (2002) also has reminded qualitative researchers to “be constantly self-
conscious about their role, interactions, and theoretical and empirical material as it 
accumulates. As long as qualitative researchers are reflexive in making all their purposes 
explicit, then issues of reliability and validity are served” (p. 9). These suggestions help 
the researcher prepare for biases that may affect the research. For these reasons, I wrote 
about how I became interested in researching technology adoption, my personal 
experiences with technology as a student, a teacher, and as an individual providing 
technical support to faculty.  
 But why disclose this information to the reader? Some writers (Punch, 1998; 
Strauss & Corbin, 1998) speak of the “researcher as instrument.” Although quantitative 
researchers often use instruments that have been scrutinized for validity and reliability, 
qualitative researchers depend on their own observations and perceptions in a unique 
field situation to collect, analyze, and report data.  
The importance of this act of reflexivity is very obvious: "A researcher's 
background and position will affect what they choose to investigate, the angle of 
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investigation, the methods judged most adequate for this purpose, the findings considered 
most appropriate, and the framing and communication of conclusions" (Malterud, 2001, 
pp. 483-484).  
Experiences with Educational Technology as a Student 
Growing up in an inner-city setting (New York City), I did not come into contact 
with a computer until I was in middle school. Most of my learning had taken place with 
the teacher being a lecturer and students taking mostly a passive role in the process. Most 
students in the school did not have a year-long computer class. Rather, we went to the 
computer lab for a period of three weeks three times during a school year. Most of the 
students were not excited about using technology, and I wondered why that happened. 
Now that I consider it further, the teacher was not excited either and looked as if he did 
not want to be there. He spent the first two classes giving us the “rules.” Our actual use of 
the Commodore 64s available in the laboratory was very controlled, and little exploration 
was permitted. Instead the teacher made us perform drills. We did not learn to use 
technology as a result of having another educational objective or goal in mind. Learning 
computers was the goal. This may have contributed to the students‟ lack of interest in 
being in that particular classroom.  
Experiences with Educational Technology as a Teacher 
Going back to teach in the school I attended made me realize that most of my 
peers had not changed their educational practices. I was amazed at how many of my 
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colleagues did not take advantage of using technology to spark the interest of their 
students. After a few years of teaching in a self-contained classroom, I had the 
opportunity to become the technology coordinator for my school, and I was able to see 
some of the advantages of technology used properly as a tool to improve teaching.  
As an example, one of the teachers had complained about a problem student I will 
call “George” who was labeled as a typical class problem. After having a few challenges 
trying to get him to work in my laboratory,  I realized that George became bored very 
easily. He also did not have the best handwriting, and he was aware of it. The mechanics 
of writing were discouraging for him. With the aid of word processing software, some 
graphical organizers, some concrete learning objectives and motivation, George was 
producing more written work than any of the students in the class by the end of the 
semester. He made sure he did not miss his laboratory time. This is one example that 
shows how technology, when used properly, can serve its intended purpose as a tool and 
a motivator and enhance the learning experience. 
Experiences with Educational Technology as a Support Specialist 
In my experiences in the public school system and higher education, I have also 
seen reluctance displayed by faculty members when dealing with technology. This 
became apparent during my first year as the technology coordinator in my school. An 
experienced business person, “Mrs. Smith,” had recently joined the faculty and struggled 
for most of the first year trying to understand computers and technology. She became 
increasingly testy and frustrated when I offered to help. I persisted, trying to explain that 
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I was there to help her learn ways to automate common tasks and enhance her teaching, 
freeing more of her time to help the students that needed her the most. It was possibly the 
longest year I experienced, but when I left the school, she gave me a card thanking me for 
the patience I had displayed in working with her. Mrs. Smith was the exception rather 
than the rule. All too often, educators do not tap into the potential benefits that 
technology can offer. Instead, they cling to old practices and methods which may not be 
as effective or relevant to present-day audiences. 
Research Participants 
To achieve the in-depth understanding of the phenomena associated with the aim 
of qualitative research, purposive sampling must be conducted. Participants, in this case 
were faculty members who were considered to be early adopters, chosen because they 
could provide useful and important information about the setting. Early adopters typically 
will find a way to integrate a tool into their teaching and learning tasks. This process can 
provide insight into the early adopters‟ experiences and illuminate the challenges they 
face. If those challenges can be identified and analyzed, the process can be simplified for 
other adopter groups to accelerate the adoption process. Often, technology decisions are 
made at the administrative level with little to no input from the individuals who will use 
the technology on a daily basis. Some of these choices may not be the best for teaching, 
learning, and student motivation to learn. A factor to be considered is the breadth and 
depth of the phenomenon under study. Rather than focusing on the quantity of 
information to be gathered, the research participant selection process was redirected to 
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ensure the richness and usefulness of information that the participants could provide in 
answering the research questions.  
After receiving approval for the study from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
of the University of Central Florida, permission was secured from the department chair of 
the targeted department to recruit participants. The researcher received a list of faculty 
members who were teaching for the summer semester from the department chair. Once 
the list was reviewed, email and personal contact were the methods used to identify the 
participants. Faculty members were contacted via email and recruited using an 
informational flyer and a Summary of Research document (Appendix C). 
After determining that three participants would be needed to complete the 
research, three faculty members were recruited. The only inclusion criteria for the 
participants were that (a) they were faculty members in the department at the University 
of Central Florida (b) they were teaching a course during the Summer 2010 term, and (c) 
they were considered early adopters of technology. Use of technology was self-reported 
by participants. The participants received a $20 Barnes & Noble gift card at the 
conclusion of the last interview. 
One concern in the study was to ensure that excessive demands were not placed 
on the department taking part in the research study that might overextend its faculty 
members with other commitments. To that end, it was decided that Miles and 
Huberman‟s (1994) notion of data saturation would be applied. Data saturation occurs 
when the researcher no longer hears or sees new information. As a result, the researcher 
decided on a smaller sample size. A small sample size of three was selected because of 
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time limits and manageability. Additionally, three faculty members was an ideal sample 
size in that if someone withdrew from the project, the researcher could report on the 
remaining two participants. Because qualitative researchers analyze their data throughout 
their research, this is a realistic approach. In contrast, quantitative researchers must wait 
until they collect all of their data to analyze it.  
Ethical Considerations 
Qualitative researchers must reflect on the ethical implications before entering a 
research site (Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Patton, 2001). This process aids in creating an 
awareness of ethical issues that may arise during the fieldwork and is helpful in 
developing strategies for handling any dilemmas that may surface. Rossman and Rallis 
(2003) discussed three ethical issues they characterized as “generic to qualitative 
research” (p. 73): privacy and confidentiality; deception and consent; and trust and 
betrayal. These are explored in the following section. 
Privacy and Confidentiality 
The adoption and usage of technology is an important issue in most schools and 
universities in that they are faced with equipping students with the technical knowledge 
to become useful members of society. In the case of colleges and universities in the 
southeast, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) also 
has adopted rigorous standards that describe appropriate integration and usage of 
technology at an institutional level.  
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Faculty confidentiality played an important part in this research study. The 
researcher would not have been able to gather faculty members‟ perceptions without their 
voices. Given faculty members‟ employed status with the university, it was deemed 
essential to protect their identities in the event that their revelations in interviews would 
not be positively viewed by administrators. The researcher was careful to maintain 
confidentiality regarding the institution and the identification of the faculty members who 
agreed to participate by permitting the researcher to visit their classes and be interviewed. 
It is of the upmost importance to stress that the department chair did not know who was 
selected to participate in the study and that the researcher did everything possible to make 
it challenging for the administrator to figure out the identity of the participants. 
Trust and Betrayal 
The researcher worried about the promise of confidentiality and the potential of a 
future ethical dilemma; however, there was no anticipation of any problems with respect 
to betrayal or trust. The concern was that the participants would refrain from doing the 
everyday things they normally do in the classroom because of the researcher‟s presence.  
The other area that was of concern was arranging for departure from the research 
site. Having met for several hours with the participants, during which they had disclosed 
their feelings, attitudes, and experiences, the researcher did not want to leave hurriedly. 
The researcher speculated that the participants might think of themselves as being objects 
that had been used and all contact would be cut off once the data collection process 
occurred. The researcher settled for informing participants that contact would be 
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maintained via email during the subsequent data analysis time period and at the 
conclusion of the study to provide electronic copies of the researcher‟s final document. 
Deception and Consent 
In the world of research, informed consent is crucial. As Rossman and Rallis 
(2003) posited, “This means that the participants are not deceived about the study and 
their participation is voluntary” (p. 75). Another purpose of informed consent is to ensure 
the identity and privacy of the participants involved in one‟s research study. This research 
study did not seem to pose any questionable practices as none of the questions suggested 
deception and the study was dependent on the interaction and interviews between the 
researcher and participants.  
As far as informed consent, the researcher determined from the department chair, 
the list of faculty members who were teaching during the summer semester. Once 
identified, the three faculty members were contacted by email and briefed in person about 
the research objectives. It should also be noted that since the prospective participants had 
received an informational overview beforehand, the researcher devoted most of the time 
talking about the aspects that were not addressed in the overview and answering any 
questions or concerns that the participants had.  
Trustworthiness 
Due to the fact the researcher was the primary instrument in this study, several 
conditions related to the research items needed to be clarified in order to avoid the 
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oversimplification of the research process. During the course of the study, the researcher 
recorded his experiences in collecting data in written detail. Furthermore, the researcher 
took a close interest as to how the concept of media technology choices evolved during 
the data collection process. Rossman and Rallis (2003) provided a rationale for the use of 
several strategies to ensure credibility and rigor. Three strategies employed in this 
research study were triangulation, prolonged engagement, community of practice and 
member checking.  
Triangulation involved the use of researcher notes, reflective writings of the data 
collection process, the audio taping of the participant interviews, memos, and field notes. 
Additionally, triangulation documented the process and ensured that the complexity 
being observed was recorded in a thorough manner.  
Prolonged engagement was accomplished by being present in the setting for a 
prolonged amount of time so as to “ensure that you have not studied only a fraction of the 
complexity that you seek to understand” (p. 69). Although more prolonged exposure 
would have been desirable, for the present study, 30 hours provided enough time to see 
some of the tensions within the system manifest. 
Engaging in critical and engaged discussion with colleagues in a trusted setting 
employed the community of practice. This strategy was used to create a climate of 
sharing of emerging ideas, hypotheses and information relevant to the study. The 
researcher utilized Dr. Fiedler throughout the duration of the study as a critical friend, in 
order to discuss the emergence of the data, some of the early dilemmas that originated 
from the interviews, and the data collection and analysis process. This allowed the 
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researcher to reach a greater sense of clarity of the methods and strategies that would be 
beneficial to complete the study.  
Finally, member checking involved going over the interview transcripts and 
sharing these with the participants. This has a twofold purpose: first, it prevents the 
identification of participants by their responses and secondly, it ensures that the interview 
excerpts accurately reflected the participant‟s view and that were not altered by the 
researcher. 
Procedures Used 
This research focused on a process of engaged interaction with participants with 
an open mind to the phenomena in order to examine their activity systems. In this 
process, researchers become the main research instruments as they ask questions and 
search for patterns that explain this phenomena, taking into account the experiences, 
attitudes, values, and perspectives of each of the research participants. The study design 
was based on a single site case study using interviews, observations, and document 
reviews.  
Once the study was approved and participants recruited, classroom observations 
began. Observations were made during every face-to-face class session over a four-week 
period during the Summer 2010 term. Because each class session was three hours in 
duration and met once a week, the researcher was able to complete approximately 30 
hours of classroom observations. The first interview occurred during the first week of 
observations. The data obtained from this research included field notes for class 
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observations and transcripts from interviews. The Observation/Field notes Summary 
Sheet is contained in Appendix D. 
The volunteers participating in the study were asked to conduct class as they 
normally would in any regular classroom. The researcher observed participants while 
they took part in classroom activities during each class session throughout the four-week 
period and took notes on what he saw.  
Participants were also asked to participate in interviews outside of class time. The 
interviews were held in locations most convenient for the participant. Faculty members 
were queried as to (a) how they used educational technologies and media and (b) their 
attitudes about the use of educational technologies and media. With the participants‟ 
permission, the researcher used a digital recorder to record dialogue from the interviews. 
The participants were always notified when the interview was being recorded, and the 
recorder was placed where the participant could see it. 
Interviews 
Richards (2005) described an interview as being ordinary or extraordinary. The 
first term refers to an “everyday” or routine quality. Extraordinary refers to the novel 
possibilities that can be used in interviewing to explore a person‟s experience.  
Patton (2001) described four types of interviews: (a) informal, conversational 
interview, (b) interview guide approach, (c) standardized open-ended interview, and (d) 
closed, fixed response interview. In the informal conversational interview, questions arise 
from the context, in a dynamic manner, and are asked naturally as a result of the course 
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of the interview. There is no predetermined number of questions or content. In the 
interview guide approach, the topics and questions to be raised are created in advance; 
however, this is completed in an outline form, thus enabling the interviewer to select the 
words and language to be used. The standardized open-ended interview differs from the 
interview guide approach as the exact wording and content of the questions is specified in 
advance. The questions, however, are open ended. The last type of interview refers to the 
interview type where questions are determined and answers are fixed. In this type of 
interview, participants must select from fixed responses. The standardized open-ended 
interview was used in this study in order to increase the comparability of responses 
among those being interviewed. These questions served as the initial material to acquire 
background information on each of the subjects. Further interviews were conducted to 
follow-up and gather additional information. These interviews were dependent on the 
responses from initial interviews and classroom observations. The researcher‟s intent was 
to personalize the interview(s) for each individual as much as possible in hopes of 
gleaning relevant data that can prove useful for this research study. The interview 
protocols are presented in Appendix E. 
All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed to text. The transcriptions 
were subject to editing when necessary in order to enhance the clarity of meaning. The 
files were burned to optical media and saved in a locked cabinet until the dissertation 
project was completed. The files were imported into Audacity, an audio editing software 
package, to mask the sound of the participants‟ voices and ensure anonymity. This was 
essential to minimize any concern that the participants might have in regard to 
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jeopardizing their status or reputation by what they shared in the interviews. The resulting 
files were then imported into ATLAS.ti for processing. Atlas.ti is a software package that 
offers the greatest variety of tools for accomplishing all the tasks associated with a 
systematic approach to unstructured data, i.e., data that cannot be meaningfully analyzed 
by formal, statistical approaches (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH, 
2011). It helps researchers explore the complex phenomena hidden in textual and 
multimedia data. It is a tightly integrated suite of tools that supports the analysis of 
written texts, audio, video, and graphic data. The integration of its tools is designed to 
support the workflow of the qualitative researcher. Hence, it provides the researcher with 
highly sophisticated tools to manage, extract, compare, explore, and reassemble 
meaningful segments of large amounts of data in flexible and creative, yet systematic 
ways. On occasions where notes were taken outside a classroom, they were recorded by 
the researcher using pen and paper and then recorded digitally as soon as possible to 
retain the essence of details and thoughts conveyed. These notes were also edited and 
then imported into Atlas.ti for analysis.  
In regard to the number of interviews conducted, it was not the intent of the 
researcher to impose an artificial limit as to the number of interviews with participants. 
Rather, the researcher conducted interviews as often as deemed necessary or as a result of 
a finding in the classroom setting.  
The data collected from both interviews and class observations were digitally 
saved on an encrypted computer drive, password protected, and was to be destroyed three 
years after the study was completed. In order to lessen the probability of risks, the 
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researcher used pseudonyms to lessen the likelihood of a breach of confidentiality. In 
addition, the recruitment methods used were designed to enhance anonymity. Finally, the 
interviews were conducted at locations selected by each faculty member. 
Documents were obtained and reviewed using sources which included discussion 
board posts, course handouts, and PowerPoint presentations. There was no need to collect 
student data or school records as the focus of the research was on the faculty members 
and not the students. Audio recordings were used to facilitate accurate transcriptions as 
well as to ensure data integrity. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Data management took place using Creswell‟s Data Analysis Spiral (1998; p. 
142). In order to analyze qualitative data, the researcher engages in a process of moving 
in analytic circles rather than moving in a linear fashion. The concept is that a researcher 
enters with data of text and pictures and emerges with a narrative that tells a story.  
Data Collection 
In the first loop of the Creswell‟s Data Analysis Spiral (1998), called data 
management, the researcher begins the process. The researcher in this study organized the 
data being collected (field notes, observations, interviews, and document reviews) into 
different folders. These were then converted into electronic format either by transcription 
or entering the notes into a database for further analysis at some later time. The audio 
recordings were masked through the use of Audacity software once transcription took 
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place. Interview data was protected through the use of pseudonyms, so the participant‟s 
identity was protected. Also, member checking took place to prevent the identification of 
the participants by their responses and to ensure that the interview transcripts accurately 
reflected the participants‟ views. After the paper data were converted to electronic form, 
the paper forms were secured in a separate filing cabinet with a lock and were stored 
separately from other data. 
Data Analysis 
Analyzing collected data is an iterative process. Books, documents, and journal 
articles on technology adoption were examined to gather relevant information on 
technology adoption and usage models. The process of book, document, and journal 
article analysis helped in the development of a “start list” of codes, which were used in 
the data analysis phase in conjunction with the Atlas.ti software. The analysis phase was 
essential in order to look for ways to strengthen the validity of the study.  
The data analysis process began with the transcription of all interviews. Once the 
interviews were transcribed to text, the transcripts were read to identify categories of 
responses. These categories were examined to ensure their alignment with the research 
questions. Once alignment was ensured, these categories were coded and entered into 
Atlas.ti for further processing and tallying. The researcher made use of Atlas.ti software 
to create a database that contained all the notes and data collected from the research 
study. The software provided the ability to create an organized storage file where the 
researcher easily located material. 
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Following the organization and conversion of the data, the researcher continued 
the analysis by immersing himself in the entire database of information, reading it several 
times over. This provided the researcher with a “big picture” of the data before being 
divided into smaller components (Agar, 1980). Reviewing memos in the field notes and 
transcripts was helpful during this phase, the reading and memoing loop of the spiral.  
The next loop of the spiral consists of moving from reading and memoing to 
describing, classifying, and interpreting. In this phase of the loop, the researcher 
describes in detail, develops themes through a classification system and category 
formation, and describes extensively what is seen. In the classification phase in this 
study, the information collected was examined and recategorized in order to look for 
categories or themes. Initially the researcher was searching for five or six general themes, 
some of which could have subthemes of their own represented by some “parts” of the 
data collected. The preliminary coding instrument is contained in Appendix F. The goal 
in this phase was to reduce the data in order to produce “a small, manageable set of 
themes to write into the final narrative” (Creswell, 1998). Finally, interpretation consisted 
of making sense of the data as described by Lincoln and Guba (1985). The researcher 
established patterns and searched for correspondence between the categories. The 
researcher was able to form a larger meaning of what was happening in the site through 
the use of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT).  
In the final phase of the spiral, the researcher presented the data, which consisted 
of a recollection of the findings in narrative form, augmented through the use of tables 
and figures. The researcher reported the events and the activities taking place. The 
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researcher also reported on the tensions discovered through the use of CHAT and 
described the different levels of tensions present in the activity system. 
Observations 
Consideration was given to the structure of interviews and what the observer 
would focus on during the classroom observations. The researcher made a decision to 
conduct observations in both laboratory and classroom settings. These observations 
allowed the researcher to glimpse at the interaction between the faculty and students, 
between the faculty member and the technology tools at their disposal, and how 
technology is used as a tool to support teaching and learning objectives. 
Document Review 
Reviewing material culture is another of the methods that Rossman and Rallis 
alluded to in their discussion of gathering qualitative data (2003, p. 139). The purpose 
behind analyzing documents, according to these authors, is that it provides an alternative 
way in which to understand the context of a research setting. The researcher in this study 
reviewed the documents (objects) that were created in class by the participants, i.e., 
slides, podcasts, as part of his analysis of the faculty members‟ activity system, 
specifically the interaction between the subject and the object through the use of 
mediating tools. The Document Analysis Summary Form is contained in Appendix G, 
and all of the documents were saved in electronic format for later analysis. 
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Limitations of the Study 
There were several limitations to this research study. First, the sample was limited 
to faculty in one curriculum specific department at a university. The three participants 
were chosen because they were considered early adopters and relied heavily on 
technology to aid them in their teaching and learning tasks. As such, the results of the 
study were unlikely to be widely generalizable. Also, it would have been advantageous to 
remain in the setting for a longer period of time in order to collect longitudinal data. 
However, for the purposes of research associated with a dissertation, the time period was 
limited to four weeks. 
Summary 
The methods and procedures used in this qualitative inquiry studied the choices in 
the selection of educational media by faculty members of a program in a higher education 
institution. The single site case study is designed around my role as an inside researcher 
in the site and the use of Engestrom‟s (1987) Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT) framework to examine the activity system faculty members take part of when 
selecting educational media for use in teaching and learning. Interviews, observations, 
and document reviews were used to gather data that is combined with the researcher field 
notes, and memos to ensure the richness and trustworthiness of the research study. As a 
qualitative study it highlights relationships and frames perceptions of the actors from the 
inside with the goal of gaining a systemic overview of the process in which faculty 
members take part in as they select educational media.  
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CHAPTER 5  
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter describes the media selection-related events, observations, and 
conversations during the Summer 2010 semester at a department of a college at the 
University of Central Florida. Patton (2001) stressed the importance of providing 
description of context before beginning analysis, and this chapter offers the description 
necessary to begin the analysis. The separation into different chapters helps distinguish 
the matter-of-fact description from the subjective interpretation and analysis. 
The narrative begins with a broad description of the institution, the department 
and the faculty members that participated in the study. This context helps the reader 
understand the larger picture of individual media selection at the department level and 
how it fits into the broader program. From there, the discussion is organized around the 
Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) framework. Specific details of events and 
discussions related to the CHAT framework are provided. 
Population and Participant Overview  
University of Central Florida 
The University of Central Florida (UCF) is a large university located in the 
southeastern United States that is part of the State University System of Florida, the 
largest university in the state, and the second largest in the nation by enrollment 
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(University of Central Florida, 2010). The University of Central Florida was founded in 
1963 as Florida Technological University. As it grew to encompass other disciplines, it 
was later renamed in 1978. At the time of the present study, the university offered over 
225 separate degree options through 12 colleges and 11 satellite campuses throughout the 
state (University of Central Florida, 2011). As of Fall 2010, there were approximately 
56,235 students enrolled and more than 10,152 faculty and staff employed (University of 
Central Florida, 2010). The 12 colleges were: Burnett Honors College, College of 
Business Administration, College of Education, College of Engineering and Computer 
Science, College of Graduate Studies, College of Health and Public Affairs, College of 
Medicine, College of Nursing, College of Optics and Photonics, Rosen College of 
Hospitality Management, College of Sciences, and College of Arts and Humanities. 
Currently, the university delivers its course content through four modalities: face-to-face 
instruction, over the Word Wide Web, reduced-seat time (a mix of classroom and online 
instruction), and video streaming, where the content is delivered over the web via 
streaming digital video. 
The College Setting Under Study 
The college under study was comprised of several academic departments that 
offered graduate degree programs in a variety of disciplines. In addition to these 
departments, the college offered graduate certificates in Cognitive Sciences, ESOL 
Endorsement K-12, Gender Studies, Professional Writing, and Teaching English as a 
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Foreign Language (TEFL). Collectively, the college offered over 75 graduate and 
undergraduate programs in 2011.  
The Department Setting Under Study 
At the initial stages of this dissertation research, the department under study was a 
separate entity within the college. In late 2010, the department re-emerged as a 
partnership between two departments within the university. As such, the department is 
now referred to under a new name although it remains under the umbrella of the same 
college. In addition to the degree programs offered by the individual departments, the 
new department offers several other programs in partnership with Valencia Community 
College and the University of Florida. As of Fall 2010, there were 4,489 undergraduate 
and 541 graduate students enrolled for a total of 5,030. Currently, the department delivers 
its course content through four modalities: face-to-face instruction, over the Word Wide 
Web, reduced-seat time (a mix of classroom and online instruction), and video streaming, 
where the content is delivered over the web via streaming digital video. 
The researcher decided to select courses that were conducted in face-to-face 
modality because of the convenience of being present during the class and laboratory 
sessions and having the ability to observe the participants within their activity system. 
This is one advantage that face-to-face class sessions have over those conducted in the 
fully online or reduced-seat time modalities.  
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Saturating the CHAT Framework 
In Chapter 3, the researcher used a flashlight metaphor to illustrate the focus that 
can be placed on a system of interest by activity-theoretical researchers. The width of the 
flashlight beam can be modified somewhat to determine the scope of the examination. It 
can be directed to various parts of the system, held at a distance for a broad view, or held 
close to highlight a specific area. 
A challenge in writing about the CHAT framework is to take an intricate topic 
and divide it into smaller sections in order to present a narrative form that makes sense 
and tells a “story.” When deciding on the scope of examination, it is obvious that great 
care must be taken in deciding on a strategy that allows a clear and detailed narrative 
which will contribute to the reader‟s understanding of the phenomena observed.  
This chapter attempts to present the data in a linear fashion. Each of the 
participants and the complexity of the activity systems are introduced. Next, the nodes of 
the CHAT framework will be introduced and saturated with data collected. Each section 
contains highlights of some of the important similarities and differences in the findings 
regarding participants. At the conclusion of the chapter, a discussion of the 
production/consumption sub-systems of the activity system under study are presented. 
Since the focus of this study was the experience of faculty members when selecting 
educational media, the Subject node of the framework is the first discussed. 
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The Subjects 
The research participants offered their personal perspectives including their 
teaching philosophies, expectations for their students, and education at the higher 
education level in general. To protect their identities, the researcher employed the use of 
pseudonyms selected by the individual participants. Unfortunately, the reduced summer 
program in the department constrained access to faculty members since most were 
teaching online classes or were engaged in research during the summer semester.  
The sample consisted of three faculty members, two males, and one female as 
depicted in Table 4 : 
 
Table 4  
 
Participants in Study by Gender and Age Range 
 
Male Female Age Range 
2 1 30-59 
 
 
These faculty members ranged in age from early thirties to late fifties, which was 
representative of the overall department faculty. This difference contributed little insight 
in terms of understanding the media selection activity at the department. Table 5 depicts 
the demographic information of the sample participants: 
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Table 5  
 
Age Range and University Teaching Experience of Study Participants 
 
Participant Years Teaching at University Level 
Agustine 8 years 
 
Otter 5 years 
 
Wolfe 8 years 
 
 
 
Faculty members had an extensive range of technology skills. The volunteers who 
participated in this research were skilled technology users in the department who would 
be considered early adopters. This was an essential consideration as to why they were 
selected for the study. All of them had successful industry experience before becoming 
faculty. Their participation contributed insight into how the media selection experience 
for teaching and learning was affected by other factors.  
The following sections introduce the participants in this study. Understanding the 
participants‟ concerns and knowing more about their media selection choices and trials 
offers useful insight for those reading this chapter. As a reminder, the use of pseudonyms 
and lack of specified gender or age was intentional in order to ensure the participant‟s 
anonymity. 
Agustine 
Agustine had been teaching at UCF for eight years first as an instructor and later 
as an assistant professor. Prior to teaching at UCF, Agustine was a television production 
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and digital media school teacher in a large urban school district in the southeastern 
United States. Agustine was a very dynamic individual who was involved with multiple 
research projects. Agustine had previously taught several courses in the department 
relating to digital video, digital media, interactive design and multimedia. Agustine was 
passionate about teaching and described what students should expect from him/her: 
. . . they (the students) are to expect someone who is going to give them full 
attention to what they are doing. They are to expect someone who expects the same 
from them, someone who is more interested in providing learning opportunities 
than grades, and someone who is usually passionate about the topic they are 
teaching. 
 
This was the first time that Agustine has taught this course by himself/herself. He 
had co-taught the course twice before and had taught a comparable course in other 
departments. Agustine modified the course content to reflect more current thinking and 
be more production oriented, with an emphasis on the ramifications of what the software 
can do. Most of the course was taught using reflection so he/she could understand what 
students were learning. Agustine believes that the process of reflection is a powerful one 
which forces students to think about their metacognitive activity. Most of the activities 
were designed by the class for the following reasons: 
. . . Well, the fact is you're not a fire brigade, you can't put the fire out by yourself, 
you need help. [as a student] you want to learn that you probably should do things 
early and so if I give you three weeks to do a project somebody needs to put out a 
timeline together to have certain deliverables before then; otherwise if you work in 
a hurry in the end it‟s not going to work. So, the idea of deliverables, the idea of 
everybody taking a piece of the pie. . . Everyone does not have to do all the 
functions for a team to operate. For example, if someone is not very strong or has 
taken a course in teaching or technical, or someone is strong in programming, let 
them do the programming. If you're a graphic designer for example, I'll do the 
graphics or maybe you'll switch it out,  get out of your comfort zone but the fact of 
the matter is that they can contribute. Or they can be a consultant, they don't 
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necessarily need to do all the work. Another person who is learning, a newbie kind 
of person can be the one that can say: „I'll tell you what, I'll listen to everything and 
I'll write the notes and organize the dates and stuff like that, but in the process you 
teach me how to do this as we go.‟ So that. . . usually the people that like to do the 
technical stuff don't like to organize and the people who don't like to do the 
technical stuff can offer something to the team by saying: „I'll do all of that 
groundwork,‟ but they still should walk away learning some things from the 
process--and that really works! That's the way it works in business and industry too, 
by the way. People on a team everyone can do the job, people contribute what they 
can and everybody learns from it. 
 
Group work is a theme continuously emerged in this study, especially since 
production was present throughout the interviews with Agustine and was reflected at the 
core of his/her pedagogical values. Agustine expressed his/her belief that this is a 
reflection of real world problem solving which requires individuals to work in groups and 
divide the labor in order to complete a task. Agustine also believes that working with 
others in a team and being accountable, has the potential to change the learning 
environment completely. 
Agustine considered himself/herself comfortable with computers and technology. 
When discussing considerations in selecting media, he/she mentioned accessibility and 
availability: 
The other piece has to do with whether or not its available to me in the classroom. 
Not all the classrooms are wired the same and all that sort of thing. A lot of times, 
these technical situations, like not all the classrooms have the VGA cords, you have 
to remember sometimes to bring my own, I have to bring my laptop, and that‟s 
when everything starts, so it‟s not really a consistent thing you can count on. 
I have to make sure that the format is set up so it runs on both places. Some 
things you have to think it‟s crazy, but you have to think about because it‟s not 
standardized, ok? That's a big consideration but as far as the other stuff is 
concerned, the consideration is whether it‟s a viable thing and whether or not they 
can have, see it and hear and do what they need [to do] with it, and everything 
works well--the technology, the supporting technology. That's a big consideration. 
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An important point that Agustine made in discussing the media selection process. 
Agustine stressed the importance of the suitability of the media when it comes to the 
learning objectives: 
The biggest thing has to do with whether or not it makes the point. You know, is 
it valid? You may have a great video but if it doesn't speak to the point you're 
trying to make, um, visually and in some other way. . . . It has to be a supplement 
to me talking all the time. The big deal has to be that the students usually get tired 
of you know, no matter who it is--could be the best speaker in the world but after 
a while they listen to the same voice. 
 
Two more themes arose from Agustine‟s interviews: the first was the emphasis 
throughout the interviews about using media as a tool to help achieve learning goals and 
“making the point.” The second was about autonomy--or a faculty member‟s autonomy 
in choosing tools. In Agustine‟s particular case, as in the case with the other participants, 
there was a choice in the tools to be used. The department offered the departmental 
server. The university offered Blackboard as a tool to organize the content. Agustine 
chose to use WordPress. When asked about this, Agustine stated: 
I was reluctant to do Blackboard because I didn't want to lose control. One of the 
things about Blackboard--I'll give you a perfect example. Right now they have a 
wonderful system called Respondus which is basically. . .  You can go in and 
upload your exams ahead of time and they'll convert them for you and put them 
up. But there is a 7 to 10 day lead-in time to do this, so basically what I have to do 
is write the exam off. I have to know 7 to 10 days before I want to do it and there 
are no assurances, no guarantees that actually it will be there 7 to 10 days from 
now. Well, if I do it myself, I put it in there and it‟s there now, you know, I can 
always work on my own schedule. A lot of times, people are pretty busy and they 
work on adjusting their time situation. You basically get this stuff done, like I 
have a workshop this afternoon and it won't be done until 10 minutes before the 
workshop and that‟s just the way time works, so the point is finding something for 
content management that I can control and not have to be: „Ok, we're down on 
Tuesdays for four hours or whatever‟ doing maintenance or something between 
semesters. They [university dept in charge of maintaining Blackboard] have their 
needs and I have mine so I didn't find that convenient. 
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Thus, Agustine did not want to lose control of the system or have to depend on 
someone else‟s schedule in order to use these tools. The tools that he/she utilized could 
be adapted to his/her teaching needs as opposed to his/her adapting to the tools. And 
he/she can use these on his/her own terms. Agustine used WordPress because of the 
adaptability of the tool to meet his/her teaching needs and because it was included in the 
tools that he/she teaches his/her students to use: 
WordPress is one of several [tools]: there's WordPress, Drupal, and there's a 
couple of others out there. . . they're these. . . content management systems. I 
taught a course in content management and with that, WordPress was one of 
things that was a part of that course syllabus, to teach that. I said: „Well, if I'm 
going to teach that I better use it.‟ What is nice about WordPress is you can 
actually [force] stuff together and make it what it was not supposed to be. It was 
supposed to be blogging software and can be turned to a real media-rich content 
management system with a nice interactive schedule and other things. It doesn't 
do all the things for educational use that it‟s supposed to, but it‟s enough and I 
actually got by. So, the answer was, it‟s basically based on something else I was 
doing that I already knew a little bit about, and we made it work and it gave me 
my independence to not have to worry about someone's schedule. That they [the 
university] have the right, the perfect right to do [to go down for scheduled 
maintenance]. I mean, they have the perfect right to be up and down whenever 
they want. I'm not going to criticize them for it. The point is, this is my schedule, 
not theirs. 
Otter 
Otter has been teaching at the UCF for two years as an instructor. Otter came to 
university life as a veteran with a15-year career in the field of 2D animation through the 
traditional Ink and Paint Department at a major entertainment company, hand inking and 
painting cels for theatrical productions and television. This granted Otter exposure to 
many areas of the production process and the ability to learn the nuances of the story and 
its visual development.  Otter had a very soft-spoken manner and a very friendly 
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disposition, which was reflected, in the attitude toward students.  
Otter was passionate about teaching and had a strong regard for respect and 
fairness in instructor-student interactions. Otter explained his/her attitudes regarding 
personal responsibility as it related to his/her teaching: 
Most students at this level know when they have not done their best. So I'm very 
direct with them. When you're not doing your best "I have to keep getting better" 
ah and a lot of them when approached directly they come back to you for a 
grade... um, that they want to be better but they understand that truly doesn't 
deserve to be better you just honestly speak to them and the fact that its all written 
down - you know my writing could be nebulous at times it is written down - and I 
do say what I expect. And the whole point of the critique is a constant reminder of 
the personal responsibility. Like today walking in and saying: "You know what 
day it is" because they knew what day it was when I told them last week: "When 
you come in back this is what you're going to have" so it is a constant bringing it 
back to their own personal responsibility. 
 
Otter has made many changes to the course and in particular, introduced the 
concept of peer critiques. While it has had positive results in making students aware of 
deadlines and giving themselves room for creativity, it has also introduced some 
challenges. When someone other than Otter is teaching the lab section, there may be a 
difference of opinion over the focus of these and this is a source of frustration. As a 
workaround, Otter moved the critiques to lecture days so the students can get direct 
feedback.  
The course is a production based course and as such, Otter makes sure that he/she 
maintains an engaging environment conducive to learning for the students. Otter has 
some very specific objectives for the students to achieve as a result of taking the class.  
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They [students] should be able to analyze any visual information and be able to 
break it down into the critical aspects such as understanding why balance works, 
why depth of field work, why color works, what is trying to be said by using these 
different devices. There is a huge way that your brain is developed and there is a 
way that we understand things that is also culturally. And what I expect them to 
understand in the end is that your culture is not everyone's culture, your visual 
language is not everyone's visual language and when you look at the image, just 
think a little bit more. Think deeply about what it means, what message you're 
taking away from it. If you're getting the wrong message maybe the author didn't 
target you. Maybe you're not the audience. It‟s about understanding: Why?  
 
In order to reach some of these objectives, Otter leverages his/her relationship 
with the students and makes himself/herself approachable without some of the more 
formal tones that are common to higher education. Otter thinks of himself/herself as a 
performer in order to reach students: 
I get up there and I will try to make them laugh. I will do silly , you know like, 
things like how I dress. I think how sometimes I wear silly shoes or …(pauses). I 
think you get there and you look for things in each person. You get there and you, 
if you know your stuff, you do your best to know your stuff. And if you don't 
know, don't say you know because then you look stupid, you know? 
 
Otter‟s attitude would be considered rare in the academic circles where faculty 
members may consider disclosing to students their lack of particular knowledge to be a 
sign of weakness. This disclosure may make some faculty members uncomfortable 
because it may be perceived as creating a shift in the dynamics of the relationship and 
subsequent interactions between instructors and students.  
Otter expressed strong feelings about student objectives in and out of the 
classroom. As this was a production-based course, Otter stressed how the knowledge 
applied in the course translates to real world situations and how the students can use that 
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to their advantage. This attitude can be attributed, in part, to Otter‟s industry experience 
prior to entering the education arena.  
I want them to understand that their voice is important--speak up because you 
have something good to add. And if, yeah, and this is my personal experience. 
I've worked in a large, commercial, um, animation studio and the people who 
speak up get recognized even if they aren't saying the brightest things. But if you 
don't talk, then you get completely bypassed. And for most folks entering the art 
world, there is a lot of competition out there. And if they don't learn to speak, one 
with the right language, the right tone that indicates that they have the 
understanding of visual language, they are not going to, you know, they're not 
going to progress in their field. They're going to be dismissed; they're going to be 
worker bees. And they all want to be creative, and they have to be empowered.  
 
Otter‟s professional experience as an animator was only one part of the reason 
he/she felt this way. The other part has to do with the hardship he/she experienced and 
his/her beliefs in second chances. Otter explained his/her desire to teach: 
I always wanted to teach. I was a poor kid and I got through school on grants and 
small scholarships and worked full time and went to school full time. I was very 
fortunate that things wound up the way they did where I wound up in a really 
good paying job and was considered a successful artist. Things were hard, and I 
hustled and worked hard. And I want students to be exposed to someone who 
says: „You can do it!‟ as opposed to: It's over now. You made this choice and 
you're done. You know, where I originally had thought I would go get my masters 
after getting my bachelors, I got a job and then got sidetracked by this career that 
helped me raise my children. But I went back to school and got my master‟s 
degree. And so that‟s why I do it, because I believe everybody deserves that 
opportunity. 
 
 According to Otter, the department does not offer any guidelines or 
suggestions other than in courses where specific software is being taught. When Otter 
designs content objectives he/she thinks of the media that is most appropriate to meet 
those objectives: 
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“Um, It depends on what I'm trying to show. It depends on (like I was just saying) 
using just basic drawings and chalkboard (laughs) on one end of it and really the 
PowerPoint is a factor of just organizing my lecture. PowerPoint is really 
excellent for me to know how to organize my lecture, break it down into pertinent 
points, and then talk over the slides. It keeps me on good pace and [on course]. I 
like PowerPoint a lot. It is multiple layers of being able to communicate the idea. 
 It seems to, to me its like such a simple‟. . . to me it‟s such a simple 
decision because if I'm communicating a how-to in the program, then that's the 
obvious choice. And letting them. . . talking over them (the actions) saying: 
„Here's this‟, „Here's this‟, and „Try this tool to do. . . ‟ you know, a direct 
demonstration. If we're talking lecture, then most definitely PowerPoint because 
of the concepts that you need to get across. So it depends on the context of what 
I'm talking about...  
 A lot of it is student response and they respond. I, I started out my first 
semester doing a lot of lecture with fewer visual and sketches in PowerPoint and 
they were completely the students were „This is so much information‟ you know. . 
. and by breaking it into slides and talking over the slides, it‟s the same amount of 
information but the bullet point of what they, the core message is up on the slide, 
uh, really helps them focus more on why I'm saying the things I'm saying. 
 
When asked why he/she uses the departmental server in this course as opposed to 
the university sanctioned Blackboard, Otter expressed some frustration over the layout 
and logistics of Blackboard and the ease of use of finding the information that one needs: 
I tried to do Blackboard and it‟s not efficient at all. The way that they designed 
the program is not user friendly, its irritating, extremely irritating because its like: 
„Where is the logical place for this?‟ And then they've changed like myUCF so 
that they know exactly where it is. The departmental server is public and that's 
why I use myUCF for the grades, but they've changed it, and they've integrated 
web course design into myUCF. It was so much simpler and straightforward 
before and I had to get on the phone with the help people and it was a little bit of a 
problem trying to find the help number. They don't immediately send you to the 
homepage. So, where are the help pages with the phone number, the first thing 
they send you to is the grades. So it‟s the logic of how it‟s built, it‟s not simple 
and straightforward. So that‟s why I would prefer not to use Blackboard. I find 
that the UCF is just not straightforward if you try to find a piece of information 
and then you search in the information window and it doesn't come up with what 
you're looking for. . . you know. . . the logic.  
 The departmental server is convenient and everybody in my department is 
using it, so the students should have an understanding of how to use it. It is so 
much easier to post their assignments on the departmental server, and I have a 
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core place to go and know when they posted it because it gives me a time and date 
and all that good stuff so its good tracking. And its accessible so they can look at 
other student's work. 
 
A theme present in the conversations with Otter revolved around the conflict 
he/she experienced regarding his/her pedagogical values and his/her belief that 
department requirements put him/her in a place where these values become 
compromised. When asked about this, Otter explained: 
I worked much more than 40 hours a week. I spend a lot of late nights trying to 
keep the quality of the teaching up and the quality of the feedback up and if not to 
the level it was, say, when the class was 25 to 28 [students]. When my department 
head told me about this increase in class size, I immediately asked: „How am I 
going to keep the quality of instruction?‟ and his response was: „Do what you can 
do.‟ So they, the administration is well aware that they are taxing the basic time 
constraints and energy levels of their faculty. They're well aware. But they want 
more students, I guess they have cost demands that are really conflicting with the 
mission of the university, I feel. And so I personally feel conflicted because there 
is a certain level that I know that I am capable of and that most people that come 
through my class show a significant improvement in their ability to create, things 
that they create so I get, um, my grading has gotten slow, you know slower with 
the grading (laughs) you know because twice as many students take twice as 
much time, you know? And so, the students get frustrated because they need 
feedback and so I‟m trying to, I am right now, struggling with how do I. . . I need 
to reduce feedback in order to get it on a timely manner but I haven‟t been able to 
force myself to say: „That's it, that‟s all you get!‟ 
 
Otter empathizes with the students and when further asked about the class size 
issues and the effects of that on the student cohort, he/she contemplated the response and 
indicated that it is normal during the course of a semester for a few students drop out of 
the course because they realize the amount of work they have to do:  “They are 
overwhelmed or are intimidated by the workload or by other students.” 
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Wolfe 
Wolfe is the youngest of the three participants. Wolfe began his/her teaching 
career at UCF and has been teaching at the university level for eight years. Prior to 
teaching, Wolfe had extensive experience with technology, working as a programmer and 
analyst for the military. Wolfe also has worked as a web site architect and computer 
analyst for a major national information management and electronic commerce systems 
company that catered to the financial services industry.  
Wolfe was approachable and displayed a very friendly disposition. One of the 
interesting things about Wolfe was the promptness of his/her replies when emailing. This 
surprised the researcher, as faculty members usually request a courtesy turn-around time 
of 24 hours. Wolfe‟s replies by email were measured in a fraction of an hour at most. 
When compared to Agustine and Otter, Wolfe was more explicit in expressing the 
reason why accessibility to the students was key for him/her, as it was based on personal 
experience: 
I think that I try more than anything else to be accessible. As a teacher I do not 
want to be or seem too aloof or unconcerned with the students' learning. I 
certainly had professors in college that seemed a little aloof and whether or not 
they seemed it or I interpreted that way I don't know. But, if anything I try to 
make myself available and accessible. 
 
Wolfe indicated that relating to the students in the program was not necessarily 
hard if one can relate to their interests. Wolfe suggested that the students in the 
department shared many of his/her interests and passions, so the process of relating to 
them has been a very natural process that has worked very well for him/her: 
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. . . but I try to relate to their interests, which in a lot of ways in my field is not 
hard. My department is very full of people that play video games, read comic 
books and all of these things that I love doing, so it works pretty well. So I don't 
have a hard time with that. 
 
In relating to them, Wolfe also reported making sure that the students know 
he/she is accessible and that they can ask questions. Wolfe also brought out the concept 
of fairness to students but above all, he expressed concern about the mastery of the 
material. This was very similar to, but more explicitly stated, than Agustine‟s concerns. 
I also try to make clear with them and solicit questions as often as I can. That 
doesn't always succeed. Sometimes they still don't ask questions, but it‟s certainly 
important to me that they know they can ask questions. I also try to be fair. 
Obviously, I think every professor tries to be fair but I, I try to go out of my way 
and make sure that one opportunity that isn't given to a student isn't given to 
everybody else. But in the flip side of that I do care more about their learning the 
material at some point during the course than never. And so I have been over the 
years known, I think somewhat, for being flexible on my due dates. Uh, also 
accepting late work even if there is a penalty because again I want them to do the 
work even if it's late. So, you know, an automatic zero for a few days late doesn't 
usually happen with me unless there is some other reason. So, accessible, fair and 
interested in their learning. 
 
Wolfe had taught the class before as a laboratory assistant, but in this semester 
Wolfe was doing both. In total, Wolfe had been teaching this particular course for a year. 
As such, Wolfe made some modifications to the course. One of them was the shift from 
the departmental server to WordPress: 
From a logistical perspective, I use WordPress as an organizational tool for the 
course. Previous instructors have used the departmental server and they have used 
their own software, but uh, I decided I did not want to rely on that so I moved it to 
an off-property or off-university system. That doesn't really change the content of 
the course. It‟s just logistics. 
 
Some of the other changes involved updating the content to make it relevant and 
make it more reflective of trends in the industry: 
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The only big changes I'm making are addressing uh, HTML 5 which our course is 
primarily about Flash and interactive design using Flash and right now there is a 
lot of attention being uh, given to HTML 5 as a viable alternative to that. I don't 
know yet, because I have to see kind of how do we get the requirement outcomes 
with Flash but I would like to incorporate some of that, at least a very cursory 
view of „Why is it a viable alternative?‟ I don't know yet that there will be 
significant. In fact, I know there won't be enough time really to dig in because it‟s 
such a short semester anyways, for the summer. But that's my intent, to cover 
HTML 5.” 
 
This course was also production-based. Because of this, Wolfe had some very 
specific objectives for the students to achieve as a result of taking the class: 
This course is critical for several reasons. One, it teaches the principles of design 
and so when they leave this course they should at least be able to sit down and 
design a web application, a web site, some kind of a piece of media, interactive 
media. Potentially like an iPhone app, you know. Really the design principles 
transcend which, you know, implementation, so that's one goal, one objective. 
They should leave and say: „I have an idea of how to make a design.‟ They're not 
going to be experts. They're not going to make, you know, award-winning design 
from this class alone, but they'll at least have a framework to approach it with. 
And not just, uh, passive design but interactive design and that's a big critical 
thing about this course is: How do I make a system that encourages the user to 
interact with it and does so in a way that's pleasing? That‟s the main thing. 
 Another thing is for a lot of students it‟s the first time they're using Flash 
so leaving this course they should have a good understanding of dealing with 
Flash and ActionScript which is the programming component of Flash so that in 
future courses where the implementation is left to them, if they want they can 
approach it with this. Um, now with my modification of HTML 5, my goal for 
that is just going to be that they have a basic understanding of HTML 5, why it's a 
viable alternative to Flash and know enough that if they're interested they can 
pursue it. It will be up to other courses and indeed is kind of the incentive of the 
program to develop the skills to teach them Javascript, CSS, and these other 
things that follow. 
 
When he reflected on his/her teaching, Wolfe, stressed the importance of caring 
for his/her students but at the same time, was mindful of the need to enforce 
accountability for the students. Wolfe‟s goal was to maintain that balance between the 
two: 
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I think when I started teaching I was teaching from the perspective of a student, 
because I was still a student at the time. I didn't finish my Master's until 2004, so I 
was teaching while going to grad school. I literally graduated with my bachelor's 
in 2000. And I brought a lot of the student's perspective to that early teaching 
time. As I've become less and less attached to that and it has kind of faded in my 
memory, some of the things are still there--some of the things I think I've 
mentioned, things that I recognize as a student but I've also adopted a little bit 
more of what I would consider you know, the uncaring sort of non-sympathetic: 
„This is the due date, this is the requirement.‟ More than the due date, this is the 
requirement. That's one the things that I have learned from my faculty friends 
here. If you put out a homework specification, not only is it important that, you 
know, it‟s well defined. Originally, you know, back when I started teaching I was 
very flexible about that. I would try to be rigorous but I know a lot of times I'd 
say: „I know he knows what he's doing here‟ or „She really did a good job here so 
I'll give them this grade,‟ you know? There wasn't so much as a rubric, there 
wasn't so much of a conception of rigorous guidelines. But over the years I've 
tried to, and I know I've succeeded in some ways, adopting stricter guidelines. So 
even if the due dates are somewhat flexible and I do allow late work and that, I 
stick to the spec [specifications] and I preach they need to stick to the spec. If they 
don't, after the first couple of assignments they don't know me, they'll learn that 
you know, „you have to do what it says to do.‟ And that's important because quite 
frankly, in the real world working with contracts and clients, this is what you do. 
Object 
In the CHAT framework, the object refers to the goals toward which the activity 
is directed. For the purpose of this study, the object referred to the successful teaching of 
a course by each faculty member. 
Purpose or Outcome 
In activity theory, activity is carried out for a purpose or outcome. Typically, this 
purpose is the motivating force behind the activity. With the media selection activity, the 
faculty members reported a slight variation of the goals as their courses differed; 
however, one goal common to all three was that the outcome of the media selection 
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process was intended to support the objectives of the class as evidenced in the following 
statements: 
AGUSTINE: “The biggest thing has to do with whether or not it makes the point. 
You know, is it valid?” 
OTTER: “Um, It depends on what I'm trying to show, Um, multiple layers of 
being able to communicate the idea.” 
WOLFE: “It is useful if it helps sell or explain or  if it allows the student to 
understand a learning objective.” 
Throughout the study, the participants mentioned using the media selection 
activity as a supplement to the material contained in their lectures. Although the courses 
they taught were different, the patterns of their explanations were strikingly similar. They 
initially stated that the media selection activity was supplemental and assisted in 
clarifying course content. They further observed that the selection of media itself was not 
difficult. Complications emerged regarding their awareness regarding the availability of 
the media to them and their students, accessibility of the media, and whether the media 
was helpful in communicating ideas to their students. 
Community 
The CHAT framework triangle introduces the concept of community at its base 
with one node exemplifying division of labor and another presenting rules, norms, and 
conventions. The faculty members discussed the context of their individual and collective 
efforts. This section begins with a general discussion of the community and proceeds to 
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review the division of labor in these communities along with the interaction of the 
community with the rules, norms, and conventions. 
The Importance of Community 
The community plays an important role in the media selection activity context. 
The community helps shape the faculty member‟s media selection task. The community 
defines the task, the requirements and related administrative policies. During the study, 
the participants observed at the studied department made mention of the tools that the 
community at large (the university) provides. These include Blackboard and tools such as 
the server that the department provides for its members. The community, for the most 
part, uses its departmental server, and this offers advantages to students in terms of 
consistency throughout their program of study. In general, the department staff  has 
favored use of the departmental server over the university-sanctioned Blackboard for a 
variety of reasons (autonomy, ease of use, convenience, versatility). But, several of the 
faculty members who were observed chose other tools instead of the departmental 
favored tool. Agustine explained: 
What is nice about WordPress is you can actually [force] stuff together and make 
it what is what not supposed to be. It was supposed to be a blogging software and 
can be turned to a real media-rich content management system with a nice 
interactive schedule and other things. 
 
Wolfe further explained how WordPress allowed him/her to link class material, 
relevant articles and other information that he/she finds online into one place where 
students can access it: 
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I use WordPress as an organizational tool for the course. Previous instructors have 
used the departmental server and they have used their own software but uh, I 
decided I did not want to rely on that, so I moved it to an off-property or off-
university system. That doesn't really change the content of the course. It‟s just 
logistics. I also. . . and have tried and [am] going to keep trying to put relevant 
articles, things I find online, up on this system. These are not required readings 
but they are things that I think compliment what we're doing in class and I've 
always been a big proponent of trying to tie in timely web articles, web things, 
things that I am reading, into the class as well. 
 
This discussion has focused on the influence that the community has on the media 
selection task and how it affects the choices the professors have made. None of the 
faculty members indicated that their department imposed requirements as to use of a 
particular media for their teaching activities. On the contrary, the department had no 
requirement nor did it provide guidelines for the media selection process. 
Division of Labor 
In the CHAT framework, division of labor refers to the point where the 
community and object intersect. Labor in CHAT theory, can be divided horizontally 
between community members of approximately equal status and vertically between 
community members with different levels of status.  
There was evidence of both types of division of labor taking place. Evidence of 
horizontal division of labor manifested itself as students divided the tasks in order to 
complete group work and provide peer review of their work. Vertical feedback was 
observed as the faculty members, particularly Otter, shared the task of providing 
feedback with the students for the individual projects. 
During one of the interviews with Otter, he/she observed that most of his/her 
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peers standardized on the use of the departmental server as a tool. Otter viewed this as an 
advantage: 
“The departmental server is convenient and everybody in my department is using 
it, so the students should have an understanding on how to use it. I was kind of 
surprised this semester because just talking to the other instructors this semester 
they said: „By this time, by the time they take your course, they should have been 
using the departmental server.‟  
 
 Even though Otter did not specifically state his/her expectation that the 
departmental server would make it easier for students by providing a consistent tool 
among courses, that expectation was implicit as evidenced in his/her comment about 
his/her students: “It still winds up to be that's there are still people that, you know, haven't 
done it and they don't know how to log in.” 
Rules, Norms, and Conventions 
In the CHAT framework, rules, norms, and conventions for the activity are 
represented where the community and the subject intersect. In CHAT, the three sides of 
the outermost triangle represent a subject acting on an object while embedded in a 
cultural community. There is interaction between the nodes; therefore, tools can mediate 
a subject‟s action on an object. Interactions between a subject and an established 
community are governed by established rules and customs. A community interacts with 
an object or objects through the division of labor. All of these interactions are driven by a 
planned or anticipated outcome or purpose.  
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This section of the chapter begins with a description of the media selection in 
place followed by examples of that intersection. 
The Broader Context 
In order to understand this node of the CHAT framework one must examine the 
broader context of the activity system. The university must satisfy national and regional 
accreditation requirements, and the department must also satisfy accountability 
requirements established by itself, the college, and the university for its programs. 
Although the department has not set guidelines for media selection for the faculty 
teaching courses, some goals as to number of students in the program and expected 
program growth have been defined. Otter shared his/her views on this topic: “When my 
department head told me about this increase in class size, I immediately asked, „How am 
I going to keep the quality of instruction?‟ and his response was, „Do what you can do.‟” 
Given UCF‟s tremendous growth over a short period of time, this policy can be 
assumed to be an expected one. At the time of the current study, UCF had grown to be 
the second largest university in the nation in terms of student enrollment.  
Making Choices 
The researcher discussed the choice that was available to the participants in terms 
of media selection. Participants, in response to questions about limitations that might be 
imposed on their selection process, reported that they had a lot of choice and flexibility: 
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AGUSTINE: “No, not with my department. We basically use, usually the people 
who work here have their own forte or their own strengths, and they use whatever is 
strong for them.” 
OTTER: “No. Other than the fact that in this course I'm teaching these two 
programs, and in my visual language course I'm teaching Maya, but they don't have any 
recommendations about say, about films that I show (because I also use films), and video 
tutorials, and things like that in other courses I teach.” 
WOLFE: “None that I am aware of. The department may in some document, in 
some file somewhere, have this listed but I have not received this information [if it 
exists].” 
Tools 
Faculty members had a variety of tools at their disposal as they engaged in their 
teaching tasks. The previous sections mentioned some of the tools at their disposal. This 
section of the chapter focuses on those tools and provides more detail about these tools 
and how they were used by faculty.  
 The department has provided faculty access to its server, which was designed 
to serve as a content repository and main point for students in the department to see their 
course syllabi, assignments, and program information. Accounts are issued to active 
faculty members and to students actively enrolled in the department classes. All users are 
required to abide by the UCF‟s Use of Information Technology and Resources policies 
while using these resources. Most faculty members applauded its ease of use and the fact 
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that students were able to rely on a single system. The departmental server has enabled 
(a) a centralized place to locate all course-related content offerings, (b) uploading and 
tracking capabilities for student assignments, and (c) the sharing of student work. Otter 
explained: “I have a core place to go (server) and know when they posted it because it 
gives me a time and date and all that good stuff so it‟s good tracking. And its accessible 
so they can look at other student's work.” 
It is important, at this point, for the researcher to insert an explanation regarding 
course modalities and the implications for tool use. Face-to-face courses have no 
technology requirements, but fully online courses are required to have a Blackboard 
section.  
Web tools 
Although the university has its sanctioned system for course management, 
Blackboard, most faculty members in the department either use the departmental server 
or they use their own tools. That is not to say that they do not use Blackboard. Most 
indicated that they used Blackboard to post grades in order to satisfy university 
compliance requirements with Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) and 
protecting sensitive information. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA), originally enacted in 1972, was a Federal law that protects the privacy of 
student education records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under an 
applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education. However, in regard to content 
management and the tools that are used on a day-to-day basis, there has been a range in 
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the tools that are used. Some faculty members observed used WordPress because of the 
simplicity and adaptability to use the software to meet their needs with a minimum effort.  
For Web browsing and general Internet usage, the faculty members indicated they 
used Safari and Firefox as their primary browsers in finding resources. Although these 
browsers are cross-platform and available on both Macintosh and PC, Safari seemed to be 
a logical first choice since most of the laboratories were Macintosh based as is usually the 
case in the creative arts field. During the lectures, the usage was split between Safari, 
Internet Explorer, and Firefox. Most of the lecture halls were PC-based, unless faculty 
members brought their own laptops. Otter, as one example, carried his/her MacBook Pro 
to lectures and was extremely comfortable as it was his/her main machine. Lecture was 
an extension of his/her daily activities. As such, Otter preferred his/her Mac over the PC-
based consoles on the lecture halls. 
For uploading data into the departmental server, faculty members used a File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP) program called Fugu on Mac machines and its equivalent on the 
PC workstations called WinSCP. This is standard based software for the campus 
laboratories and the many classrooms with built-it technology. 
Supplemental Tools 
All of the faculty members who were observed used PowerPoint for their lectures. 
Course documents were distributed electronically in a mix of Portable Document Format 
(pdf) or Microsoft Word document format. In some cases, the documents were HTML 
pages that were posted to WordPress or the departmental server. It seemed that this was 
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the normal workflow for the majority of the faculty members for their teaching tasks. 
Depending on the faculty member, some of the other software based tools used 
were Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, VideoLan Movie Creator (a cross platform video 
editing program), Adobe Photoshop (a graphics editing program), Adobe Illustrator (a 
full-featured vector graphics drawing program), and Mockingbird (a software to make 
prototypes of application and website interfaces). For presentation purposes, the 
classrooms were equipped with a workstation, an LED projector, a projecting screen, and 
doc cams (cameras that serve as digital overhead projectors). In the observations, doc 
cams were not used at all. Instead, the faculty members used the tools with which they 
were familiar. Because the participants rarely dealt with paper or print, most of the text 
was presented digitally.  
The Production Consumption Paradox 
As previously stated in the discussion of CHAT theory in Chapter 3, a paradox 
exists within any activity system. Though the total activity is geared toward production, 
its sub-triangles produce and consume simultaneously. This assists in the overall 
production of the system. In order to produce in an activity system, energy is required in 
the form of things that are produced. These things must be produced so they can be 
consumed and energy produced. This, in turn, aids the outcome of production. Thus, 
activity systems are driven and exist solely because consumption necessitates production 
and, in turn, production necessitates consumption. Engeström relied on Marx‟s (1973) 
definitions of the terms to explain their meaning: 
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Production creates the objects which correspond to given needs; distribution 
divides them up according to social laws; exchange further parcels out the already 
divided shares in accord with individual needs; and finally, in consumption, the 
product steps outside the social movement and becomes a direct object and 
servant of individual need, and satisfies in being consumed. (Marx, 1973, p. 89) 
 
In the activity system explored in this study, faculty members selected media for 
their teaching tasks in a particular course in order to meet the learning objectives in the 
course. They were interested in providing enriched experiences that would lead to 
success and advancement by their students in the real world.  Faculty members addressed 
consumption issues when discussing their experiences. Most of the participants alluded to 
cost in terms of time. Otter spoke of “working more than 40 hours a week.” Others 
implicitly stated that the lack of time imposed limitations on “what they wanted to do 
with the software and explore in the course.” Agustine mentioned, “trying to do the best I 
can in spite of the time I have to cover all the topics.” 
Otter pondered on the department‟s knowledge regarding the impact of demands 
placed on the faculty members in his/her statement that, “The administration is well 
aware that they are taxing the basic time constraints and energy levels of their faculty. 
They're well aware.”  
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CHAPTER 6  
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
Introduction 
In the literature review in Chapter 2, researchers warned about some of the factors 
that impeded the technology adoption process in a large-scale implementations. In this 
chapter, the researcher will try and establish how Engeström‟s Cultural Historical 
Activity Theory (CHAT) provides an articulate framework to synthesize these problems. 
The visits to the classes at the department described in Chapter 5 presented 
several key ideas that are contained within CHAT including contradiction between the 
nodes and within a node. In this chapter, these ideas are studied in a more cautious 
manner. The chapter has been organized to (a) analyze changes to the activity system, (b) 
relate the CHAT analysis to previous literature on technology adoption, (c) propose 
answers to the research question posed at the outset of this study, and (d) suggest areas 
for further research. 
Analyzing the Tensions Within the Educational Media Selection Activity System 
In this study CHAT was used to analyze the media selection activity of three 
faculty members at a department of a large southeastern university. Tensions in such an 
environment are inevitable and understanding these tensions can enhance the 
understanding of the problems raised in earlier work regarding technology adoption.  A 
detailed analysis and understanding of the media selection activity may offer 
practitioners, department chairs, and stakeholders awareness that can improve and 
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streamline their processes in considering the adoption of educational media for their 
teaching and learning activities. This is where CHAT can be used as an intervention 
(Engeström, 1999). 
Primary Tensions 
A primary tension refers to a tension that is within an individual node of the 
activity system. In the example Holt and Morris (1993) provided of the Challenger 
disaster, one example of a primary tension was the conflict in the Community node 
regarding the status of the shuttle program between being defense-dependent or self-
sustainable. Some of these tensions were similar across the faculty members who 
participated in this study. 
Tensions Within the Subject Node 
Otter expressed his/her frustration explaining the dilemma regarding offering 
timely versus detailed feedback. Otter felt that if he/she offered timely feedback amidst 
the increase in class size. It was his/her belief that the feedback would not be as detailed 
and, thus, less useful for the student as its quality would be greatly diminished because of 
the time limitations. This was not acceptable to Otter and was the reason the conflict 
surfaced. 
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Tensions Within the Tools Node 
Wolfe stated that “I can integrate multiple information sources easily” as his/her 
reason for choosing WordPress over the other course management tools. Wolfe chose 
WordPress because it was a more compatible tool for him/her to use in order to integrate 
RSS readings, video clips, and other media into his/her course. His/her alternative would 
have been to use Blackboard and go through a lengthy process to do so in order to 
provide the same capability.    
Tensions Within the Rules/Customs Node 
One of the primary tensions present with all three faculty members was within the 
Rules and Customs node. All three faculty members experienced conflicts with the 
established norms and conventions within their environment.  
Agustine did not want to use Blackboard because he/she “did not want to lose 
control,” and he/she did not want to be subjected to someone else‟s schedule when it 
came to planning his/her work. Also, he/she believed the reliability of WordPress was 
better than dealing with Blackboard‟s weekly downtime. Agustine also used WordPress 
to put up the course content because of its adaptability and the fact that “you can force 
stuff together and make it what is not supposed to be.” This could be interpreted as an 
issue related to individual versus departmental control over the creative and teaching 
process. Faculty members may argue that they want to have control over the teaching and 
that includes the flexibility to modify or alter the systems they use to present their 
material.   
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Secondary Tensions 
A secondary tension consists of conflict between different nodes in the same 
activity system. Using the Holt and Morris (1993) example of the Challenger disaster, a 
secondary tension took place between the decision makers who were not only trying to 
put safety first, but were trying to adhere to an aggressive flight schedule and the 
community node who struggled between making the shuttle program defense-based or 
being self-sustainable. With all the faculty members that were observed, there was 
evidence of such tensions between the nodes. These are explained individually. 
Tensions between the Subject and the Community Node 
During the interview Agustine shared the following statement which provides an 
example of tension between the subject and community node: “They are to expect 
someone who expects the same from them, uh, someone who is more interested in 
providing learning opportunities than grades.” 
Agustine was speaking of a tension that might be classified as a secondary 
tension. In this interpretation, the conflict was between the subject (Agustine) and the 
community (department or university) node in the activity. The subject node was 
Agustine who viewed himself as a creative teacher who was concerned with his students‟ 
learning. The community node became involved when Agustine‟s beliefs were in conflict 
with the department or the university‟s perceived goal to process students, documenting 
grades rather than take an honest interest in the student‟s learning.  
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Tensions between the Subject and the Rules/Customs Node 
Wolfe described an interesting tension that took place. The source of the tension 
was between him/her and the customs taking place in the environment. The students 
expected a review before the midterm exam because they had received one for every 
class they had taken. Wolfe told the students that his/her class had no review and 
expressed his/her view that college students should not expect a review. This may have 
been an indication to the students that they would have to adjust their expectations in the 
college environment. Wolfe opposed the established custom regarding exam reviews and, 
by doing so, did not meet the students‟ expectations of receiving a review before the 
exam. 
Agustine‟s described tension in the above section can also have an alternative 
interpretation. The subject node in an alternate scenario would continue to be focused on 
Agustine and his concern for his students‟ learning. The rules node would be the 
consideration in that Agustine‟s beliefs may have conflicted with the department or the 
university‟s administrative requirements that could be viewed as rules or customs. As 
such, the result may be the perception that some faculty members simply routinely 
process students, documenting grades rather than take an honest interest in students‟ 
learning.  
Otter discussed a conflict happening between the same nodes but with a different 
focus. His/her teaching beliefs may have been in conflict with the established customs 
and conventions originating in the department university. For example, the conversation 
and casualness of tone that Otter liked may come into a conflict with established 
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academic customs particular to higher education. At this level, it may be perceived that 
many professors choose not to engage students on an equal playing field and may prefer 
the established formality that has come to be expected in professor-student relationships. 
Wolfe recounted a tension similar to that mentioned by Otter. Wolfe related 
his/her experience of having faculty members who were unconcerned with his/her 
learning during his/her academic career. It may be perceived that this is seen as 
customary in the higher education circles for this to occur, as faculty members have 
numerous engagements and demands placed on them such as research, department 
meetings, and increased teaching loads. A secondary tension present takes place between 
the subject and the rules/customs node. This tension surfaces when the values of the 
subject, i.e., concern for students‟ learning conflicts with the customs node, i.e., 
perceived distance of faculty members from students.  
Tensions between the Subject and the Tools Node 
Otter mentioned a secondary tension present in the activity system, one that 
reflected the tension between the subject and the tool section. Otter had two tools 
consisting of Blackboard and the departmental server and chose the departmental server 
because of its ease of use in contrast to Blackboard. Also, the departmental server 
provided the convenience and simplicity of one tool which would permit one site to serve 
all course needs, i.e., residual site for course content, student‟s assignments, student 
collaboration activities and shared work.  
Wolfe described an interesting secondary tension between the subject and tools 
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nodes. Like Agustine, Wolfe made the choice to use WordPress rather than the 
departmental server, the tool that was provided by the department. Wolfe also chose to 
avoid Blackboard, the university sanctioned tool, because WordPress provided a better 
solution for him/her in ease of integrating relevant information and Internet articles into 
his/her standard course content.  
The three faculty members used the university sanctioned tool only for the 
purpose of meeting the official university mandate of reporting grades in a system that 
was secured pursuant to Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (1972) requirements. 
Agustine and Wolfe did not use the departmental server, which was the department-
sanctioned tool. Rather, they used an existing tool (WordPress) and modified it to meet 
their needs. Otter was the only professor in the observed group that used the departmental 
server. 
Tertiary Tensions  
A tertiary tension, as previously described in Chapter 3, is one between the 
activity itself and a culturally more advanced form of the activity. In the media activity 
selection, there are a number of tertiary tensions that can be explained. 
Otter experienced a tertiary tension that was reflected in the dilemma of increased 
class size versus faculty constraints. Otter was frustrated as the class size increased 
because of the implications he/she would have for teaching and providing high quality 
feedback for all students in the class. This was not a problem prior to the class size 
increase. Previously, the classes had small sizes and as such, Otter was able to take the 
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time to personalize instruction and provide high quality, detailed feedback for every 
student. We could argue that Otter‟s teaching was the “old way” of doing things (because 
of smaller class sizes) and as such, it conflicts with the new form of the activity which is 
teaching with larger class sizes because of budget constraints. 
Agustine‟s dilemma related to the loss of control had a more plausible 
interpretation that surfaced as a tertiary tension, one which was similar to Otter‟s 
experience. It could be argued that Agustine's old way of teaching was in an environment 
where he/she had absolute control of everything related to his/her course. With the advent 
of distance education and course management systems such as WebCT, he/she has been 
forced to adapt. Because of this, he/she would "lose" some of that creative and process 
control. This could, therefore, be seen as a conflict between the older ways of teaching 
versus the newer ways of teaching using course management systems like Blackboard. 
He/She used WordPress because of the ability to retain absolute control and 
independence from any other system for his/her teaching tasks. 
Quaternary Tensions  
A quaternary tension, as previously described in Chapter 3, is one between two 
nearby activity systems. In the media activity selection, there are a number of quaternary 
tensions that can be explained. 
Agustine shared a quaternary tension between the activity system of the subject 
(himself/herself) using WordPress and the activity system of the university (community, 
rules) in which the subjects were expected to use Blackboard. Otter also shared some 
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similar insight about the same tension. The difference was in his/her use of the 
departmental server rather than WordPress as a tool in his/her teaching tasks.  
There was also a quaternary tension between the activity system of the faculty 
member and the activity system of the university as seen through Otter‟s eyes. Though 
the primary mission of a university has been to educate and provide knowledge, the 
increase in class size threatened that very same mission in that the quality of the teaching 
suffers as seen from the faculty point of view. 
Otter related another tension present in the system. This was an example of a 
quaternary tension between the activity system of the subject (Otter) and the activity 
system of the instructor handling the laboratories. In this tension, the conflict can arise 
when the outcomes and objectives presented in the lectures by the participant are not 
carried out by the instructor that handles the laboratory component of the course. The 
result can be a lack of synergy between the lecture and the laboratory experience. It can 
affect the objectives of the course and the accommodations that must be made by the 
professor of record. 
In addition to the tensions described previously, five consistent themes emerged 
consistently throughout the study: 
Group work. All three participants shaped their courses to include group work. As 
previously discussed, this was an example of division of labor in the activity system. 
Given that the courses being taught were production courses, groups could mimick real-
world settings in which students were expected to collaborate with others in order to 
achieve a certain goal. 
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Autonomy. Participants reported that they had the freedom and flexibility to 
choose appropriate media according to their needs. There were no official guidelines at 
the department level. It is important to note that the researcher selected courses that were 
conducted in face-to-face modality because of the convenience of being present during 
the class and laboratory sessions and being able to observe the participants within their 
activity system. As such there were no media requirements for face-to-face courses as 
opposed to the other modalities. 
Media as a tool to achieve learning goals. All participants discussed media as a 
tool to supplement the learning outcomes of the courses they were teaching.  
Caring for students. All three participants were concerned about their students. 
They expressed concern for their students‟ success. This concern was balanced with 
concerns for fairness and the need to hold students accountable. All of the participants 
considered accountability to be a vital skill in real world scenarios. 
Early adopters and staying current in the industry. All participants updated their course 
content on a regular basis to integrate the latest developments in their field to keep the 
content relevant. 
Research Questions 
Two research questions were formulated to guide this research. The following 
discussion has been organized to address each of these questions.  
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Research Question 1 
Why do faculty members in higher education make the instructional choices they 
do with respect to educational technologies and media? 
 
The participants talked about the tools that they used in their teaching and 
learning activities. Agustine shared that making the media choice was not the difficult 
part of the process. The important factors were availability, accessibility, and making 
sure that the media served as a supplement to what he was teaching. In other words, the 
essential factor was to make sure the media supported the central focus of the instruction. 
Otter agreed with Agustine that the media selection process was not difficult. Depending 
on the task at hand, one particular media technology may better serve its users than 
another comparable tool. In Otter‟s words, “It‟s about having multiple layers of being 
able to communicate the idea.” Wolfe stressed the importance of time constraints, 
convenience, adaptability, and autonomy in the choices that faculty members made in 
regards to their tools.  
Research Question 2 
How can the use of CHAT, as a more robust framework, offer an increase in 
explanatory power to better enable the understanding of a multitude of factors that 
impact the adoption and use of certain media technologies? 
 
In Chapter 5, the data were presented through the lens of the CHAT framework. 
The analysis helped reveal the tensions and aided in their analysis in the activity systems 
of the participants. The presence of tensions at the primary, secondary, and quaternary 
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levels was exposed, and the analysis highlighted the involvement of the rules, norms and 
conventions in many of these tensions.  
In addition to the tensions described above, five consistent themes emerged 
consistently throughout the study: (1) group work, (2) autonomy, (3) media as a tool to 
achieve learning goals, (4) caring for students, and (5) early adopters and staying relevant 
to the development in their field.  
Significance of the Study 
The work presented in this dissertation is noteworthy for two reasons. First, the 
researcher investigated faculty experiences in selecting educational media tools for their 
teaching and learning activities. This study raised awareness of the factors that surround 
media selection activity systems such as teacher satisfaction, suitability of tools for 
teaching and learning outcomes, time demands, and departmental and institutional 
expectations for growth. Also, understanding the impact of these forces allows for 
improvement in teaching, program and course implementation, tool design and general 
policy.  
Technology adoption is more than a choice of tools. It involves the parameters in 
which individuals work with these tools and how faculty members use them to increase 
and aid in the teaching of the course content.  It is a very dynamic and complex process 
with many variables that are in constant interaction.  
Secondly, the researcher has demonstrated the ability of the CHAT framework to 
serve as a lens through which to consider the many factors that impact the adoption and 
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use of certain media technologies. CHAT can help technology users to observe and 
analyze the complex act of selecting media technologies for teaching. This framework 
helps users see the media selection activity in a broader context. Included are the 
demands, expectations, and requirements of the culture in which the individual is 
situated. In this study, the tensions present in the activity system for a group of early 
adopter faculty members were revealed. It can be argued that these tensions would be 
significantly magnified for other adopter groups such as late majority or laggards. If this 
is the case, there is a need to create awareness so that policy and tools can be modified 
and all of these factors can be considered in the continuing process of technology 
adoption in higher education. All stakeholders need to be aware of these interactions as 
they plan for the choice, design, and implementation of technology at  classroom, 
departmental, or institutional levels. Decisions regarding tools are often made at the 
administrative level with no input or feedback from the faculty who will be responsible 
for implementation. These choices may not be the best for teaching, learning, and student 
motivation for learning. 
Implications for Future Research 
This research has led to additional questions worthy of further study. Following 
are several areas which might be explored in future research: 
1. In this study, the sample size was small and limited to one department. Further 
study with larger and different groups may provide different results in terms 
of media selection choices faculty members make. 
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2. In this study, individuals were observed who would be considered early 
adopters. These participants were part of a department heavily involved in 
media technologies. Because of the nature of their work, their creativity was a 
given. A question arises as to the choices individuals in other adopter 
categories might make. Thus a question for future study would be related to 
the relationship, if any, between the technology comfort levels of individuals 
and the choices in selection that they make in selecting media for use in their 
teaching? 
3. The relationship, if any, between faculty members‟ adopter status and the 
factors that affect their choice of media tools could be investigated to 
determine those factors that affect choices in educational media. 
4. Faculty members in this study selected tools based on convenience, flexibility, 
and adaptability to support the learning objectives of the course. A study 
could be conducted to explore the relationship between the faculty‟s choice of 
educational media and student achievement and the extent to which the 
matching of technology to learning objectives translates into increased 
achievement for students. 
5. More research on the tensions in the CHAT framework and themes is 
suggested. 
6. It can be argued that Otter‟s experience is indicative of the future of 
education. With constraints on budgets and an increasing number of students 
in classes, how do faculty and student satisfaction affect the choices that 
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faculty members make in media selection process? Administrators making 
technology decisions need to consider faculty teaching, student learning, and 
allow faculty to have more input in the process.  
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Dear Researcher: 
 
On 2/11/2010, the IRB approved the following activity as human participant research that is exempt from 
regulation:  
 
Type of Review:  Exempt Determination 
Project Title:  A CULTURAL-HISTORICAL ACTIVITY THEORY 
ANALYSIS OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING ADOPTION OF 
TECHNOLOGY WITHIN A PROGRAM BY FACULTY 
MEMBERS IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
Investigator:  Rolando J  Marquez 
IRB Number:  SBE-10-06698 
Funding Agency:   
Grant Title:   
Research ID:   N/A 
 
This determination applies only to the activities described in the IRB submission and does not apply should 
any changes be made. If changes are made and there are questions about whether these changes affect the 
exempt status of the human research, please contact the IRB. When you have completed your research, 
please submit a Study Closure request in iRIS so that IRB records will be accurate. 
 
In the conduct of this research, you are responsible to follow the requirements of the Investigator Manual. 
 
On behalf of Joseph Bielitzki, DVM, UCF IRB Chair, this letter is signed by: 
 
Signature applied by Joanne Muratori  on 02/11/2010 02:11:09 PM EST 
 
 
IRB Coordinator 
University of Central Florida Institutional Review Board 
Office of Research & Commercialization 
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501 
Orlando, Florida 32826-3246 
Telephone: 407-823-2901 or 407-882-2276 
www.research.ucf.edu/compliance/irb.html 
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EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH 
Title of Project: A Cultural Historical Activity Theory Analysis of Factors Affecting 
Adoption Of Technology Within A Program By Faculty Members In Higher Education 
Principal Investigator: Rolando Marquez 
Other Investigators: 
Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Glenda Gunter 
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Whether you take part is up to you. 
The purpose of this qualitative inquiry is to understand the choices that faculty 
members make in educational technologies and media. Traditional technology models 
have been somewhat ineffective in explaining the choices of educational media that 
faculty members make in higher education because they can not account for all the 
external factors present within an environment (Legris, Ingham and Collerette, 2003). 
 
This inquiry will use Engeström‟s (1987) Cultural-Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT). This framework takes a broader view of the contextual factors surrounding 
human activity such as instruction. The researcher anticipates that the broader perspective 
afforded by CHAT will provide additional insight as to compared to more narrowly 
focused traditional models. 
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The study design is based on a single site case study using interviews, observations, and 
document reviews. The research study will have a duration period of four weeks during the Spring 
2010 term. 
 
The volunteers to participate in the study will be asked to do the following: 
 
1- Participate in class in the usual way and in the regular classroom with the researcher in the 
room. The researcher will observe participants while they take part in classroom activities and 
take notes on what he sees. The classroom observations will occur each class session 
throughout a four week period.  
 
2- The researcher will ask volunteers to participate in interviews outside of class time. The 
interviews will take place in a place that is more convenient for the participant and will last 
approximately 15 minutes each. The interview questions may include: (1) answering 
questions on how they use educational technologies and media; (2) and their attitudes about 
the use of educational technologies and media. With the participant’s permission, the 
researcher will use a digital recorder to record dialogue from the interviews. The participants 
will always be notified when the interview is being recorded and the recorder will be placed 
where the participant can see it. 
 
The data collected from both interviews and class observations will be digitally saved on 
an encrypted computer drive, password protected, and will be destroyed within a period of 3 
years after the study.  
 
In order to lessen the probability of risks, the researcher will use pseudonyms to lessen 
the likelihood of a breach of confidentiality. In addition the recruitment methods use are designed 
to prevent anonymity. Finally, the interviews will be conducted at the faculty member’s choice of 
location. 
Data will be collected from interviews and observations will be transcribed. Document 
reviews will be conducted and will be obtained from discussion board posts, course handouts, 
and PowerPoint presentations. There is no need to collect student data or school records. Audio 
recordings will take place for facilitating accurate transcriptions as well as data integrity. 
 
You must be 18 years of age or older to take part in this research study. 
 
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem: If you have 
questions, concerns, or complaints please contact Rolando Marquez, Graduate Student, 
Instructional Technology Program, College of Education, (407) 409-8676 or Dr. Glenda Gunter, 
Faculty Supervisor, Department of Educational Research, Technology, and Leadership at (407) 
823-3502 or by email at ggunter@mail.ucf.edu  
 
IRB contact about your rights in the study or to report a complaint:    Research at 
the University of Central Florida involving human participants is carried out under the oversight of 
the Institutional Review Board (UCF IRB). This research has been reviewed and approved by the 
IRB. For information about the rights of people who take part in research, please contact: 
Institutional Review Board, University of Central Florida, Office of Research & Commercialization, 
12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 32826-3246 or by telephone at (407) 823-
2901. 
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Observation / Fieldnote Summary Sheet 
(adapted from Miles and Huberman, 1994) 
 
 
 
Contact Type: Visit      Site:   ______ 
        Contact date: ______ 
        Written by: ______ 
        Date Coded: ______ 
 
1- Pick out the most salient points in the contact. Number in order on this sheet and 
note page number on which point appears. Number point in text of write-up. 
Attach theme or aspect in each point in CAPITALS. Invent themes where no 
existing one apply and asterisk* those. Comments may be included in double 
parentheses. 
 
PAGE  SALIENT POINTS     THEMES 
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First Interview Protocol  
 
 
Hi. My name is Rolando Marquez and I‟m a doctoral candidate at the University 
of Central Florida. 
 
Purpose 
 
First, I want to thank you for agreeing to participate in this research study on the 
selection and adoption of educational media by faculty members in Higher Education. I 
would like to talk to you about your own experience to help me better understand what 
this process is like for you and other faculty members when thinking about the choices 
you make on educational media for teaching and learning.  
I want to remind you that participation is voluntary and that you do not need to 
answer any questions you do not want to answer. Before we get started, I would like to 
make sure you have signed an informed consent form. 
 
Procedure 
 
I will be taking notes and recording the discussion so that I do not miss anything 
you have to say and to remind me about questions for follow-up. I will transcribe the 
recording and analyze the transcripts. Your responses will be kept confidential. In fact, 
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we are going to use the pseudonyms you have chosen for our conversation. I want this to 
be a dialogue, so feel free to respond to me if you would like to add any information you 
may find useful. This discussion will last less than 20 minutes.  
If I need to, I might occasionally move the discussion along to talk about other 
things. 
 
Before we begin, do you have any questions? OK, thank you. Let‟s get started. 
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Interview 
question 
 Probe  Purpose  Research 
question 
Do you use 
educational media 
in your teaching 
and learning 
activities? 
 What tools do you use? 
 
What will you do with this tool? 
 To elicit information about 
purpose and choice of 
technology 
 Perception 
of value 
and utility 
How do you 
select the  
technology you 
use for  
teaching and 
learning? 
 
 Does your department provide 
guidelines and suggestions for you to 
use? 
 
Do you have an established set of 
guidelines when selecting media? 
 
How will you use the tool? 
 
Do you expect others to use it? 
 To identify the process  
of educational media selection 
and interaction of activity 
system 
 Tool 
related 
research 
question 
What factors do 
you take into  
consideration 
when selecting 
educational media 
as you design 
course content 
and objectives? 
 
 What did you find helpful in the 
selection process? 
 
Are there some tools you like more 
than others? 
 
What makes a tool useful for you? 
 
What is the decisive factor when 
choosing between two tools? 
 
Which tools do you like and why? 
 
 To solicit information on the 
selection and implementation 
process of the tools 
 Tool 
related 
research 
question 
Imagine that you 
are going to speak 
to other 
colleagues about 
your experience 
in choosing 
educational 
media. 
 
What would you 
like them to 
know? 
 What factors do I take into account 
when selecting media? 
 
Which media is the proper one to 
pick depending on the learning 
outcome? 
 
What makes one media more useful 
other another? 
 
    
We have covered 
a lot today- is  
there anything 
else you would 
like me to know? 
   To identify belief systems and 
set a stage for the second 
protocol 
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Second Protocol for Interview 
First, I want to thank you for allowing me to sit with you during your work 
session today. As I have told you before, I am interested in learning more about the 
choices that you make regarding educational media for teaching and learning. Today, I 
am especially interested in finding out how you think about your work and the tools you 
are using.  
Procedure 
Throughout today‟s work session, I would like for you to share your thoughts 
with me. With your permission, I videotaped you as you work. I may play parts of the 
tapes for you and ask you if you can recall what you were thinking or to provide further 
information about some of your actions. 
Before we begin, do you have any questions? 
OK, thank you. Let‟s get started. 
 
Prompts 
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STUDY CODING 
Coding is essential to a qualitative inquiry. The process of coding allows a 
researcher to come up with new ideas and rearrange materials by topic. The results of 
coding can help a researcher develop ideas “and take inquiry further” (Richards; 2005). 
The idea behind coding is to learn from the data and revisit it in a cyclical fashion until 
the patterns and explanations present are understood by the researcher. Researchers use a 
variety of methods to organize their data such as color coding, using post-it notes, writing 
notes in the margins of field notes and transcripts; and sorting documents into piles and 
file folders. 
Computer-aided data analysis offers advantages when compared to the record 
keeping of old days. The researcher can harvest the computer‟s capabilities for storage, 
organization, and retrieval. Digital files take small amounts of space to store and files can 
be organized and rearranged in a non-destructive fashion. After assigning codes are to the 
units of data, qualitative data analysis software facilitates the retrieval of the various units 
by their assigned code. Qualitative data analysis software also allows for complex 
searches and can also automate repetitive tasks such as assigning a participant code each 
time that participant‟s comments appear in a transcript. 
Factors that influence the codes for this inquiry include the research questions as 
well as the Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) theoretical framework. To 
determine the initial codes for this project, the researcher reviewed the literature in the 
field of technology adoption in education, specifically higher education. Once that task 
was completed, the CHAT model and research questions were reviewed in order to align 
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the codes with the nodes in the CHAT framework (Figure 1). This process of developing 
an initial list of codes was suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994).  
 
 
Initial Project Codes 
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Once generated, this list will be imported into Atlas.ti to use while taking part of 
the study. As the researcher worked with the codes, he began to define them more clearly 
and noted the definitions in the comment field of the code. There was a very distinct 
possibility that the number of codes would change as the need arose to broaden or narrow 
the codes. 
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Document Analysis Summary Form 
(adapted from Miles and Huberman, 1994) 
 
 
DOCUMENT FORM      Site:   ______ 
        Document: ______ 
        Date received: ______ 
         
 
Name or description of document: 
 
 
Event to which the document is associated: 
 
 
Significance or importance of document: 
 
 
Brief summary of contents: 
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